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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

al-Baqarah
(The Cow)

al-Baqarah

Introduction

al-Baqarah
(The Cow)
Title: the sura is named after the incident of the cow, as related in Ayas
67-74, highlighting the lukewarm response of the Children of Israel to
God’s commandments whereby He sought to test their Faith.
Merit: the longest sura in the Grand Qur’an totalling 286 ayas,
al-Baqarah has a number of merits. Firstly, it is a blessing for the
Muslim household. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g)
said: “Do not turn your homes into graveyards, the devil shuns the home
in which Sura al-Baqarah is recited” (Muslim: 780), and AbË UmÉmah
al-BÉhilÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Read Sura al-Baqarah
as owning it is a blessing and abandoning it is a loss, and the sorcerers
cannot bear it”. (Muslim: 1910) Secondly, and very importantly, it,
along with Ól ÑImrÉn– together known as ‘al-ZahrÉwÉn’ (lit. The Two
Luminous Suras) – will come to intercede on behalf of a person who
takes them as his own on the Day of Judgement. AbË UmÉmah al-BÉhilÊ
(h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Read the Qur’an for it comes
on the Day of Judgement to intercede on behalf of those who associate
themselves with it. Read al-ZahrÉwÉn, al-Baqarah and Ól ÑImrÉn, as
they come on the Day of Judgement as if they were two clouds, or
shades or two flocks of birds, keeping close together arguing on behalf
of he who owns them”. (Muslim: 1910) al-Baqarah also contains some
of the most meritorious ayas—the greatest aya in the Qur’an, the Aya
of al-KursÊ (No. 255) and the last two ayas of the sura. ÑUqbah Ibn
ÑÓmir (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever recites the last
two ayas of al-Baqarah, these will suffice him ˹as a shield from evil˺”.
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 5008) The longest aya in the Qur’an, Aya Ad-Dayn (No.
282), also occurs in al-Baqarah.
Theme: the main message of al-Baqarah is that true Believers receive
God’s commandments with unequivocal acceptance and submission.
The sura is meant to establish firm Belief that can stand the tests and
trials to come in order to prevail over Denial.
Key: in order to unlock the meaning for this sura one has to take it as a
detailed answer from Allah to the Believers’ supplication to guide them
to the Straight Path, found at the end of al-FÉtiÍah—here Allah tells
Believers how to find this Straight Path and true, unshakable Belief. The
first five ayas capture the essence of the message: that true guidance is
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to be found in the Qur’an and that true Believers are those who submit
themselves unquestioningly to Allah’s Will and have unshakable faith
in all that Prophet Muhammad (g) came with. The many stories and
incidents of disobedience and rebelling against Allah’s commands
told here are given to highlight what lack of Belief and submission is
like. Furthermore, it is a very early Madinan sura, which explains the
many references given to the Children of Israel, who then resided in
Madinah in their multitudes, and the gentle reminder they were given
to the Straight Path of Allah. The sura also includes the admonishing
of hypocrites lurking within the newly-formed community, and the
introduction of new laws such as fasting during the month of Ramadan,
how to perform Hajj and familial matters. Essentially, many new laws
for the Muslims and their community at large are introduced in a very
considerate manner: and whereby Believers are to obey these with total
submission.
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2:1-3

In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful
﴾1﴿
Alif, LÉm, MÊm(1). ﴾2﴿ That(2) Book(3)

– no doubt – in it is guidance to the
Mindful(4); ﴾3﴿ who ˹unshakably˺
1

2

3

4

Twenty nine suras in the Qur’an begin with these disjointed letters of the
Arabic alphabet (known as al-ÍurËf al-muqaÏÏaÑah). Exegetes, over time,
have speculated on their meaning, however, two opinions prevail. Firstly,
that they indicate the inimitable nature of the Qur’an, as it is made up of
letters from the Arabic alphabet. The Arabs at the time of revelation were
the unrivalled masters of the Arabic language and yet when challenged
were totally unable to create anything like the Qur’an. This, despite the fact
that it heralded a complete overhaul of their socio-religious system, one
that threatened their very own way of existence. This challenge to author
something like it was delivered by the Qur’an in more than one place (cf.
10: 38, 11: 13, 17: 88). This bears testimony to the inimitable, Divine source
of the Qur’an (cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Secondly, a significant number
of the Prophet’s Companions (g), including the rightly-guided Caliphs, the
Followers and their followers refrained from interpreting them, and since
nothing has been reported from the Prophet (g) as to their meaning, we
should also follow suit and say: “God knows best”.
The fact that the demonstrative pronoun dhÉlika (that) rather than hÉdhÉ
(this) is employed in this aya to refer to the Book, the Qur’an, underlines its
loftiness and most high status. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn, 1:28)
This aya contains a pause of al-muÑÉnaqah (congruence) and, thus, has two
alternative readings. In the Uthmanic codex this type of pause is symbolized
by a pair of triangular shaped dots. If one is to pause at the first position one
is not to pause at the second and vice versa. Under no circumstances is one
to stop at both as the meaning would be seriously altered. In this position,
if we pause at the first indication, the aya could be read as: “This Book in
which there is no doubt, containing guidance to the Mindful”, in which
emphasis is laid on the infallible Divine origin of the Qur’an and, thus, no
one is to doubt it (cf. 41:42). Stopping at the second indication gives rise to
the reading represented in the translation above, which emphasizes that the
Qur’an is a Book of Guidance (cf. 17: 9).
At-TaqwÉ, translated here and throughout this rendition as Mindfulness,
is a central Qur’anic concept. It means being aware of God and watchful
of Him in all our deeds and intentions; acts of the heart. This constant
vigilance nurtures within a deep sense of sincerity and relatedness to God,
thus eschewing worldly temptations and distractions which sway one
from the real goal in life and the purpose of existence: namely, to worship
God alone. Etymologically, it is derived from the verb ittaqÉ, i.e. placing
protection between oneself and what can cause harm. The overall meaning
5
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Believe in the Unseen(5), keep
up the Prayer(6) and give out of what
We have provided for them; ﴾4﴿ who
Believe in what is sent down to you
˹Muhammad˺ and what was sent
down before you(7), and have firm
faith in the Hereafter. ﴾5﴿ These are
guided by their Lord, and these are
the successful(8).
﴾6﴿

Indeed the Deniers(9), whether
you warn them or do not warn
them, they will not Believe(10).

5
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is to be vigilant and aware of God at all times in order that His Punishment
is avoided. (For more information see: Abdul-×ayy al-FaramÉwÊ,
al-MawsËÑah al-Qur’Éniyyah al-MutakhaÎÎiÎah, entry “taqwÉ”, pp. 734-737.)
‘The Unseen’ is al-Ghayb, i.e. what lies beyond the realm of perception
and is only known through revelation. It is what people, particularly the
materialistically oriented, find hard to Believe in, and includes, inter alia,
the angels, life after death, Hellfire and Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)
‘Keeping up the Prayer’, iqÉmat aÎ-ÎalÉh, entails performing it punctually
and devoutly, observing the manner set forth by the Prophet (g), who said:
“Pray as you have seen me Pray”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 631)
That is to Believe in what Muhammad (g) came with from God and what
the Messengers came with before him without differentiation among them
or Denial of what they came with.
‘The successful’, al-mufliÍËn, are those who succeed in attaining what they
wish for, namely, to be guided by God, and avoid the evil of what they fear.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The noun kufr is derived from the root verb ‘kafara’, i.e. ‘to cover’ (Ibn
ManÐËr, LisÉn al-ÑArab), by extension it entails ‘covering up the truth’
(al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) which is an integral part of the purport of the
Qur’anic term. al-LadhÊna kafarË, literally, those who Deny is usually
translated as disbelievers or unbelievers. However, ‘disbelieving’, in essence,
is denial of what the Prophet (g) came with or a part of it (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).
Thus, the choice of the term Deniers throughout this translation. Deniers are
those who staunchly, heedlessly and shamelessly cover up the Truth. They
are widely set apart from the Believers who willingly and devoutly open up
to it and embrace it; they come at the other end of the divide.
Those who Denied the Truth with which Prophet Muhammad (g) came,
out of arrogance and transgression, will never Believe because of their
6
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2:7-13

﴾7﴿

Allah has sealed their hearts
and their hearing, and over their
eyes there is a veil—theirs is a
grievous Punishment(11).
﴾8﴿

Some people say: “We
Believe in Allah and in the Last
Day”, while, in fact, they do not
Believe(12). ﴾9﴿ They seek to deceive
Allah(13) and the Believers—they
only deceive themselves, not
realizing it(14). ﴾10﴿ In their hearts
there is disease and thus ˹because
of it˺ Allah has increased their
disease(15). Theirs is a painful
Punishment for their ˹persistent˺
lying. ﴾11﴿ When it is said to them:
“Do not sow corruption in the
land”, they say: “We are only
but reformers”. ﴾12﴿ Nay! They
are the corruptors but they do
not realize it! ﴾13﴿ When it is said
to them: “Believe as the ˹other˺
people have Believed”, they say:

11
12

13
14
15

stubbornness and intransigence. But, if they mend their ways and reach deep
into their hearts, they could possibly open up to Belief (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah,
MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 16: 584-589, Ibn al-Qayyim, ShifÉ’ al-ÑAlÊl, 91).
ÑAdhÉb, translated here as ‘Punishment’, means that they are condemned to
painful suffering in Hellfire (cf. al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
These are the hypocrites or al-munÉfiqËn (63: 1), whose hidden truth,
Denial, is in contrast to what they show to people, i.e. Belief. The fact of
their matter is told here quite lucidly (Ayas 8-20), exposing their pretence so
that people make no mistake about them. They are a third party, somewhere
between Believers (spoken of in Ayas 1-5) and Deniers (spoken of in Ayas
6-7) (cf. Ibn KathÊr).
Cf. 58: 18.
Cf. 4: 142.
Cf. 9:125. They were stricken with cancerous doubt. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ)
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“Should we Believe as the feebleminded(16) have Believed?” Indeed
they are the feeble-minded but
they know not. ﴾14﴿ When they
meet those who Believe, they
say: “We Believe!”, but when
they are alone with their devils(17),
they say: “Surely we are with
you. We are but mocking”.
﴾15﴿
Allah mocks(18) them and
slackens the reins for them to
wander aimlessly in their blindness(19).
﴾16﴿
These are the ones who traded
in guidance for loss. Their trade
did not flourish nor were they
guided. ﴾17﴿ Their similitude is
that of one who kindles a fire;
as soon as it casts light on what
is around him, Allah takes away
their light leaving them in ˹utter˺
darkness(20), unable to see(21);
16
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18

19
20
21

al-SufahÉ’, translated here as ‘the feeble-minded’, is an adjective for the
noun safah (feeble-mindedness). Safah indicates a person’s inability to
distinguish between what is good and what is not. Thus, a person of this
nature, unwittingly, inflicts harm on himself. The hypocrites are saying that
the Companions of the Prophet (g) were not able to discern what is good
for themselves and consequently they Believed. Little did they know that
they are the feeble-minded (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
Their leaders in this evil. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)
God mocks them by making their squalid condition look good to them.
On the Day of Judgement, God will give them light just like that of the
Believers, then when they walk in it, God will snatch it away from them
leaving them desolate in complete darkness. Great is their despair after
hope! Cf. 57:14. (al-SaÑdÊ)
ÙughyÉn, lit. transgression and exceeding the limits. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb
al-Qur’Én, 41; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 321)
ÚulumÉt, is an intensive plural form of ÐalmÉ’ or Ðulmah, i.e. darkness.
These are the darkness of doubt and that of Denial (cf. Ibn KathÊr).
The illuminating fire here denotes Belief, which dissipates darkness; their
nominal Belief did them as much good as a transitory source of light does
in utter darkness. (Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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2:18-22

﴾18﴿

deaf, dumb, and blind, they
will not find their way back(22).
﴾19﴿
Or like a downpour from the
sky, in which there is darkness,
thunder and lightning. They
put their fingers in their ears
from thunderclaps(23), fearing
death—Allah is surrounding(24)
the Deniers. ﴾20﴿ The lightning(25)
almost snatches away their sight;
whenever it flashes they walk in
its light and when the light goes,
they stand still(26). If Allah so
willed, He could have taken away
their hearing and their sight—
Allah is Able over everything.
﴾21﴿

People! Worship your Lord
Who created you and those before
you so that you might be Mindful(27).
﴾22﴿
He Who made the land a carpet(28)
and the sky a roof(29) for you,
22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29

Cf. 22: 46 and 63:3.
Their admonition in the Qur’an and how it reveals their truth are akin to
deafening thunderclaps penetrating their eardrums. (al-ÙabarÊ)
Almighty God knows all too well the affairs of the hypocrites and He has
utter control over them to dispose of them as He wishes; they can neither
deceive Him nor escape His Punishment (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
The glaring light of the Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr)
The parable of the heavy downpour is another way, along with the
illuminating fire, of vividly describing the tumultuous psychological state
the hypocrites had to live through in the midst of Believers to whom the
Qur’an was being sent down telling them of the Truth of their hidden
enemies. Enemies who are repeatedly, and in the strongest of terms,
censured and called to listen to the voice of reason.
Being heedful of your Creator and Provider.
Stretched out, easy to walk on like a carpet. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr)
Cf. 21: 32.
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and sent water down from the
sky and grew with it ˹all sorts
of ˺ produce as provisions for
you. Therefore, ˹knowing this,˺
do not set up ˹rivalling˺ equals
for Him(30). ﴾23﴿ And if you are in
doubt about what We have sent
down to Our servant(31), come up
with a single sura(32) like it, and
call ˹for your aid˺ your witnesses(33)
apart from Allah, if only you were
truthful. ﴾24﴿ But if you will not do
it – and you will never ˹ever˺ do it
– be Mindful of the Fire, the fuel
of which is people and stones(34),
that has been prepared for the
Deniers. ﴾25﴿ Give glad tidings to
those who Believe and do good
deeds that theirs are Gardens(35)
under which rivers flow; whenever
they are provided with a fruit from
it, they would say: “This is what
we have been provided with
before!(36)” They have been provided
with it resembling each other(37).
30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ibn MasÑËd () narrated that he asked the Prophet (g): “What is the
gravest of all sins?” He (g) replied: “That you take ˹as god˺ a rival equal to
Allah when it is He Who created you”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4477, Muslim: 86)
The referent of ‘Our servant’, is Muhammad (g) to whom the Qur’an was
sent down.
Sura is a Qur’anic chapter.
Your aides and partners who would readily interpose for you. (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn KathÊr)
Cf. 21: 98.
al-Jannah or Paradise the plural of which is JannÉt as in this aya.
There is an element of a renewed and pleasant surprise involved here.
The fruits of Paradise look like those found in this worldly life, but their
taste is different. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-QurÏubÊ)
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2:25-28

For them in it are purified(38)
spouses—they will abide therein
forever.
﴾26﴿

Allah does not shy away from
giving a gnat(39) as an example or
even less than it(40). Those who
Believe will know that it is the
Truth from their Lord, but those
who Deny will say: “What need
does Allah have for this example!”
He ˹Allah˺ misguides with it
˹this example˺ a great number of
people and guides with it a great
number of people(41). But He only
misguides the Transgressors(42);
﴾27﴿
those who break the covenant
of Allah(43) after it has been set
as binding, sever what Allah
ordained to be joined, and sow
corruption in the land. These are,
indeed, the Losers. ﴾28﴿ How could
you Deny Allah, while you were
dead and He made you alive;
He then will take your lives,
38
39

40

41
42

43

Pure and clean, both bodily and spiritually. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
Such an insignificant creature can be used to present to people evidence of
the truthfulness of the Message. Besides the Qur’an and its Signs (Ayas)
no matter how small or belittled the evidence is, it is still enough proof for
those who seek the Truth with open hearts.
The expression used here is fa mÉ fawqahÉ, which literally means: ‘or what
is above it’, i.e. either smaller or larger in size. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Cf. 9: 124-125.
al-FÉsiqËn, derived from the noun fisq, are those who overstep the limits
that God has demarcated for people. Fisq is a manifestation of Denial (cf.
74: 31).
Cf. 2: 84-85 and 5: 12-13 and 70.
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then bring you to life again, and
after that you will be returned to
Him again?(44) ﴾29﴿ He is the One
Who created for you all that there
is in Earth, then made for(45) the sky
and formed it into seven skies. He
has knowledge of everything(46).
˹Mention Muhammad˺(47) When
your Lord said to the angels: “I shall
instate a successor(48) on Earth!”
They said: “Will you instate in
it one who sows corruption and
sheds blood, whereas we ˹incessantly˺
glorify You in gratitude to You
and exalt You?”(49) He said: “I
know that which you do not”.
﴾30﴿

44

45

46
47

48

49

These are the cycles of life and death that humans go through: seeds in the
loins of men, creation and birth, death, being brought to life at resurrection
and being held accountable for one’s deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
This translation of the Divine Attribute IstawÉ follows after al-WÉÍidÊ in
al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ and Ibn ÑUthaymÊn. Alternatively, it could
mean that Almighty God rose to the sky in a manner befitting Him only,
which in al-BaghawÊ’s opinion is the interpretation given by Ibn ÑAbbÉs
() and most of the exegetes of his generation.
This aya is further expounded in Ayas 41: 9-12.
AbË al-BaqÉ’ al-KafawÊ (al-KulliyyÉt, p. 69) says: “Whenever ˹the particle˺
idh is mentioned in the Qur’an it implies ˹the command˺ ‘mention!’ That
is, mention ˹Muhammad˺ to them ˹the ones to whom the Qur’an is being
recited˺ or recall in your mind… most exegetes agree to this”.
KhalÊfah is derived from khalafa which denotes standing in place of someone
else (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 210; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt,
p. 294). Here, it means someone who comes after another and takes his
place; these are mankind, Adam and his progeny, who successively take
over each other’s place, generation after generation, until the Day of
Judgement. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
AbË Dharr () narrated that the Prophet (g) was asked: “What is the best
utterance?” He replied: “Whatever Allah chose for His angels and servants:
“SubÍÉn AllÉh wa bi-Íamdih (Glorified be Allah and ˹we do this˺ in
gratitude to Him)”. (Muslim: 2731)
12
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2:31-35

﴾31﴿

He taught Adam all the names
˹of things˺, then showed them
to the angels and said: “Tell Me
the names of these, if only you
were truthful!” ﴾32﴿ They said:
“Glorified may You be! We have
no knowledge but what You have
taught us. You are All-Knowing,
All-Wise”. ﴾33﴿ He said: “Adam!
Tell them their names”. When he
told them their names, He said:
“Did I not instruct you that I know
what is hidden in the Heavens and
the Earth?—and I know what you
make public and what you hide”(50).
˹Mention Muhammad˺ When
We said to the angels: “Bow
down to Adam!”(51); they bowed
down except IblÊs(52); he refused,
became arrogant(53) and was one of
the Deniers. ﴾35﴿ We said: “Adam!
Dwell yourself and your wife
in the Garden(54) and eat thereof
﴾34﴿

50

51

52

53
54

This quiz was posed to the angels, the closest to God of His creation, to
prove to them, by practical example, the Truth of God’s All-Encompassing
Knowledge, and, in turn, the Wisdom of His Choice. It is also a concrete
manifestation of God’s infinite Justice, which allows for questioning by
even the most obedient of His subjects, the angels. This Most Able of
Sovereigns answers their concerns.
The command to the angels to bow down to Adam is an act of worship to
God and reverence to Adam who was honoured by God Himself. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
IblÊs is Satan. Etymologically, iblÊs comes from iblÉs, i.e. having no hope
in good things, grief and sadness caused by utter despair. (Ibn Qutaybah,
GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 23; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, p. 143)
His arrogance is spelled out elsewhere in the Qur’an; 7: 12, 38: 76, 15: 33.
This Garden is Paradise, the very Heavenly abode of eternal bliss. (al-QurÏubÊ,
Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 4: 347, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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˹bountifully˺ aplenty wherever
you wish, but do not come near
this tree, or ˹else˺ you will be
from among the wrongful”.
﴾36﴿
Satan tripped them into it(55)
and drove them out from where
they were(56); We said: “Go down,
as enemies to each other. In
Earth will be your dwelling and
livelihood for a given time(57)”.
﴾37﴿
Adam received a few words(58)
from His Lord, and He forgave
him; He is the All-Forgiving, the
Most Merciful. ﴾38﴿ We said(59):
“Go down all of you(60), whenever
guidance comes to you from Me
whoever follows it will have
neither fear nor will they grieve.
﴾39﴿
As for those who Deny and
disbelieve in our Signs these are
the company of the Fire; forever
they will abide therein(61).
55
56
57
58

59

60
61

How he managed to do this is told in more detail in 7: 20-22.
The great blessing of dwelling in Paradise.
Until the Day of Judgement. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
These kalimÉt or ‘words’, or supplication, are provided in 7: 23: “They
˹both˺ said: “Our Lord, we have wronged ourselves, and if You do
not forgive us and have mercy upon us, we will surely be among the
losers”.
What follows is the original covenant: to follow the path of guidance shown
to them by God’s Messengers. Those who Believe in the Message will
lead a life of felicity but those who Deny will meet Hellfire as their final
destination.
The addressees were Adam, Eve and Satan. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah,
Ibn KathÊr)
The episode of Adam’s creation and his encounter with Satan are spelled
out in detail in 20:116-123.
14
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2:40-43

﴾40﴿

Children
of
Israel!(62)
Remember My favour which
I conferred on you, and fulfil
˹your obligations to˺ My pledge
and I will honour ˹My obligations
to˺ your pledge(63); and fear none
but Me. ﴾41﴿ Believe in what I
have sent down confirming what
you have(64), do not be the first to
Deny it, do not trade my Signs(65)
for a pittance(66) and be Mindful
of Me, ﴾42﴿ do not mix up Truth
with falsehood, and do not
suppress the Truth while you
are aware of it, ﴾43﴿ keep up the
Prayer, give out the prescribed
alms and bow down ˹in Prayer˺
with those who bow down(67).
62

63

64

65
66

67

Israel is Prophet Jacob (). The use of the epithet ‘Children of Israel’ for
the Israelites is meant to act as a reminder to them to follow in the footsteps
of the Patriarch from whom they are directly descended.
God’s pledge to the Children of Israel and theirs to Him are given in 5: 12.
This mutual pledge is related as: if the Children of Israel keep up the Prayer,
give charity, Believe in and support the Prophets, and spend in the cause of
God, God will, in return, expiate their sins and admit them to the Gardens
through which rivers flow, i.e. Paradise.
God is inviting the Children of Israel to Believe in the Qur’an and Prophet
Muhammad’s (g) Message in fulfilment of their pledge to Him (cf. 7: 156157, in which the Children of Israel are enjoined to Believe in the gentile
Prophet whom they find mentioned in the Torah). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ)
The Torah in which there is mention of the Messengership of Prophet
Muhammad (g).
Their leaders used to reap shares from their devoted folk’s wealth. Hence,
they tried to hide the Truth about Prophet Muhammad (g) fearing that they
would lose these gratuities.
This is an invitation from God to the Children of Israel to join the Prophet
(g) and his Companions and become Believers performing acts of worship
accordingly (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾44﴿

How could you enjoin people
to do what is right and forget
˹about it˺ yourselves, while you
read the Book(68); have you no
sense? ﴾45﴿ Seek help in patience
and Prayer(69); indeed they are hard
save for the dedicated(70). ﴾46﴿ Those
who firmly Believe that they will
be meeting their Lord and that
they are returning to Him.
﴾47﴿

Children of Israel! Remember
My favour which I conferred on
you and that I privileged you
over other peoples(71). ﴾48﴿ Be
cautious of a Day(72) on which
no soul will be of use to another
soul, neither intercession(73) nor
ransom will be accepted from
it, and they(74) will not be helped.

68
69

70

71
72
73

74

Furthermore, al-WÉÍidÊ is of the opinion that the command to “bow down
with those who bow down” is specifically mentioned to denote performing
congregational, obligatory Prayers.
The Torah.
The commentary widely-known as al-JalÉlayn has it that this command
is addressed to: “The Children of Israel who were hampered from Belief
out of greed and love of vainglory. They are commanded to seek help in
patience, i.e. fasting, which dents wantonness, and Prayer because it leads
to humbleness and expels haughtiness”.
The ‘dedicated’ (al-khÉshiÑÊn) are those who are humble in obedience to
God, fearful of His Punishment, Believing in His promise and warning.
(al-ÙabarÊ)
In their time, God gave them certain privileges over other peoples; Prophets,
revealed Books and kingship (cf. 5: 20). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)
The Day of Judgement.
On the Day of Judgement no intercession on behalf of a Denier will be
accepted, but it will be accepted for a Believer given that God permits it.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The Deniers.
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2:49-54

˹Remember˺ When We saved
you from the people of Pharaoh
who subjected you to the worst of
suffering—they slaughtered your
sons and kept your womenfolk
alive—surely, this was a great
tribulation from your Lord.
﴾50﴿
˹Remember˺ When We split
the sea for you, delivered you, and
drowned the people of Pharaoh
before your eyes(75). ﴾51﴿ And
˹remember˺ when We appointed
forty nights for Moses(76), and
then when he was away you
took up ˹worshipping˺ the calf—
you were unjust(77). ﴾52﴿ Then We
forgave you so that you might
be thankful(78). ﴾53﴿ ˹Remember˺
When we gave Moses the
Book and the Distinguisher(79),
so that you might be guided.
﴾54﴿
˹Remember˺ When Moses
said to his people: “My people,
you have done yourselves
injustice by taking the calf ˹as
an idol˺. Repent to your
Originator! Kill yourselves(80);
﴾49﴿

75
76
77
78
79

80

Cf. 26: 61-66.
The meeting place where Moses was to receive the Torah is specified
elsewhere in the Qur’an; 20: 80.
Associating any other with God in worship is a grave injustice (cf. 31: 13).
For more details on these episodes cf. 7: 138-155.
MujÉhid and al-RabÊÑ Ibn Anas are of the opinion that the Book is the same
as the FurqÉn (the Distinguisher) that distinguishes Truth from falsehood;
the Torah is the FurqÉn in this aya. (Ibn AbË ×Étim)
The same form of punishment is mentioned in Exodus 32:15-35. By the
Prophet’s (g) permission (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3274), Muslims are allowed to
mention these Biblical accounts or the so-called isrÉ’ÊliyyÉt (or apocryphal
sources ascribed to the Children of Israel) but they are not to rely on them.
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that will be best for you with
your Maker; that He may forgive
you. Surely, He is the AllForgiving, the Most Merciful.
﴾55﴿
˹Remember˺ When you said:
“Moses! We will not Believe in
you unless we see Allah before
our own eyes”. Suddenly, the
thunderbolt struck you while
you were beholding. ﴾56﴿ Then
We resurrected you after your
death(81), so that you might be
thankful. ﴾57﴿ We shaded you
with the clouds(82) and sent down
to you the manna and quails(83).
Eat from the good things that
We provided for you. They(84)
did not commit injustice against
Us, but they did themselves the
injustice.
81

82
83

84

When the punishment of the thunderbolt struck them, they died, then God
brought them back to life so that they might become grateful to Him.
(al-ÙabarÊ)
This is an account of sparing the Israelites the glare of the sun whilst they
were lost in the wilderness. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim)
In Arabic, al-mann and al-salwÉ, respectively. They both have linguistic
roots in Arabic; al-mann means that which is God-given without effort,
while al-salwÉ means that in which one finds consolation and comfort.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Rhetorical shifts (known as uslËb al-iltifÉt) from, for instance as in this
aya, the second person plural pronoun ‘you’ into the third person plural
pronoun ‘they’ is very common in the Qur’anic discourse. This wellknown and well-researched linguistic feature is employed to serve a
number of rhetorical purposes. In this instance, it is meant to announce that
enumeration of the Israelites’ repeated offenses has come to an end and
that talk is directed to other nations so that they may take heed and not fall
into the same trap (cf. al-QÉsimÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-Dabl, DalÊl al-BalÉghah
al-Qur’Éniyyah, p. 39).
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2:58-61

˹Remember˺ When We said:
“Enter this town(85) and eat from
it wherever you like plentifully;
and enter through the gate
prostrating ˹in thankfulness˺
and say: “ÍiÏÏah!”(86), and We
shall forgive you your sins
and We shall increase ˹the
reward of ˺ those who do good”.
﴾59﴿
The wrongdoers among them
substituted what was said to them
for something else, and We sent
down on the wrongdoers a plague(87)
from the sky for exceeding the
limits. ﴾60﴿ ˹Remember˺ When
Moses prayed ˹earnestly˺ for
water for his people. We said:
“Strike the rock with your staff”;
twelve springs gushed out from
it. Every people(88) knew their
own fountain. “Eat and drink
from what Allah has provided
for you and do not stalk the land
corrupting”. ﴾61﴿ ˹Remember˺ When
you said: “Moses, we will not bear
with you for one type of food.
﴾58﴿

85
86

87
88

This Divine command to the Children of Israel to ‘enter’ the town is
explained in 7: 161 as ‘reside’ in the town, i.e. Jerusalem.
That is ‘forgiveness’; they were asked to seek forgiveness. The word
is derived from ÍaÏÏa, i.e. to put down a burden (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb
al-Qur’an, p. 50; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 13), but they subtly
twisted their tongues to mean ‘barley’, ÍinÏah (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4641, cf.
particularly al-ÑAsqalÉnÊ’s comment).
Rijz, i.e. torment and tumult. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 489;
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, p. 341)
Each one of the twelve tribes of the Children of Israel (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ)
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Ask your Lord to bring out for
us from what the earth grows:
herbs, cucumber, garlic(89), lentils
and onions. He said: “Would you
exchange what is better for that
which is worse? Go down to ˹just˺
any town, for there will be yours
what you asked for”. Humiliation
and indignity were stamped on them,
and they deserved the Wrath of
Allah, all because they used to Deny
Allah’s Signs and kill the Prophets,
this is because they defied and took
to ˹habitually˺ exceeding the limits.
﴾62﴿

Certainly, the Believers,
the Jews, the Christians and the
Sabians whoever Believes in
Allah and the Last Day and does
good among them, theirs will be
their reward from their Lord, they
will have neither fear nor will
they grieve(90). ﴾63﴿ ˹Remember˺
When We took your pledge(91),
and raised the mountain(92) above
89

90

91
92

According to some authorities fËmihÉ, translated here as garlic, also
means wheat. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 51; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb
al-Qur’Én, p. 367)
This applies to those who came before Prophet Muhammad (g) was
sent. Thereafter, whoever seeks a religion other than Islam will find it not
accepted from him and in the Hereafter he will be among the Losers (3: 85)
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Furthermore, Ibn ÑÓshËr
opines that this aya is meant to show these people that the Door to God is
easy to arrive at and that seeking refuge with Him is not beyond their reach,
but they have to Believe and do good deeds..
Cf. 2: 83-85.
AÏ-ÏËr is of Syriac origin (al-JawÉliqÊ, al-MuÑarrab, p. 435) and whilst it
means any mountain, it could also mean a certain mountain or a mountain
covered with greenery. (al-ÙabarÊ)
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2:63-68

you(93); “Hold fast to what We
have given you and bear in mind
what came into it, so that you
might be Mindful”. ﴾64﴿ Then you
turned away after that. Had it
not been for Allah’s favour and
Mercy, you would have been
among the Losers. ﴾65﴿ You know
˹what befell˺ those of you who
transgressed on the Sabbath(94).
We said to them: “Be apes,
despised!” ﴾66﴿ We made it ˹this
town˺ a ˹severe˺ lesson to those of
its time and those that came after
it, and an admonishment to the
Mindful.
˹Remember˺ When Moses
said to his people: “Surely Allah
commands you to slaughter a
cow”(95). They said: “Are you
deriding us?” He said: “I seek
refuge by Allah, that I should
be an ignoramus!”(96) ﴾68﴿ They
said: “Pray to your Lord to tell
us ˹clearly˺ what it is”. He said:
“He says: “It is a cow not too
old, neither is it too young, but
somewhere in the middle. So do
what you are being commanded to!”
﴾67﴿

93
94
95
96

This is further underlined in 7: 171.
The details of this town’s story are given in 7: 163-165.
Moses asked them to slaughter a cow without being specific about it.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
‘I seek refuge by Allah’ is a literal translation for the Arabic expression
(aÑËdhu bi AllÉh) which, depending on the context, as in this case, is meant
to express a strong feeling of aversion to something, i.e. that they accused
him of an act befitting only the ignorant, let alone a Messenger of God.
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﴾69﴿

They said: “Pray to your Lord
to tell us what its colour is”. He
said: “He says: “It is a yellow
cow, bright is its colour, pleasing
to the beholders”. ﴾70﴿ They said:
“Pray to your Lord to tell us what
exactly it is; all cows look alike
to us. At this we shall, Allah
willing, be guided”. ﴾71﴿ He said:
“He says: “It is a cow neither
humbled by tilling the earth, nor
by watering plants; unblemished,
and its colour is untainted””. They
said: “Now you have come with
the Truth!” They slaughtered
it—barely did they do so.
﴾72﴿
˹Remember˺ When you killed
a soul and disputed over it(97).
Allah reveals what you were bent
on hiding. ﴾73﴿ We said: “Strike
him ˹the victim˺ with a piece of it
˹the cow˺(98)”. It is in this manner
97

98

This aya concludes the episode of the cow and the debate surrounding it.
Commentators agree that the details given here provide a foregrounding of
how Moses’ people argued with him in what had been Divinely ordained.
al-BiqÉÑÊ is of the opinion that the episode is divided into two sections by
way of drawing attention to two separate favours. Firstly, the favour of
forgiveness for being reluctant to obey what is Divinely ordained. Secondly,
the favour of revealing the killer by way of a miracle. On the other hand,
al-BiqÉÑÊ also sees that attention is being drawn to the fact that there is an
issue of admonishment here. Firstly, they are being admonished for not
being polite enough with their Prophet by accusing him of ‘deriding’ them,
and not being observant enough of God’s commands. Secondly, they are
being reproached for killing an inviolable, sacrosanct soul, and the evil such
an act incurs. al-BiqÉÑÊ then concludes that this instance of foregrounding
is, consequently, more relevant to the preceding and numerous violations.
Thereby, the theme of reproach is still being continued here.
It is reported that having been hit with a piece of the cow, the victim came
back to life and pointed his killer out. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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2:73-76

that Allah brings to life the dead
and shows you His Signs so that
you might think(99). ﴾74﴿ ˹Yet˺ After
that your hearts became akin
to rocks or ˹even˺ harder; truly
among rocks some from which
rivers gush forth, some crack and
water seeps through, and some
come tumbling down in fear of
Allah—Allah is not heedless of
what you do.
Do you ˹Believers˺ then hope
that they will Believe in you(100),
when a party of them used to
hear the words of Allah(101) and
distort them even after they had
fully comprehended them and
fully realizing what they were
doing? ﴾76﴿ When they meet up
with the Believers, they say: “We
Believe!”, but when they are
alone with each other, they say:
﴾75﴿

99
100

101

In this way, they were invited to think over their actions and to be more
heedful, obeying God more willingly. (al-ÙabarÊ, SaÑdÊ)
That is to listen to you and Believe in what you call them to (al-ÙabarÊ).
This is the reason behind recounting, in detail, the Israelites’ numerous
violations in the previous ayas. The residents of Madinah, who made up the
majority of the Believing community at the time, had lived alongside the
Jews for a very long time and came to regard them as their moral superiors,
having the Book and the knowledge that they lacked. These views were
also shared further afield by other illiterate Arab pagans, who only had a
most rudimentary knowledge of the religion of Abraham (). The Israelites
were so imprinted in the Arab psyche that nothing but telling their truth in
great detail would actually make the Believers fully comprehend the actual
reality. It is, in a way, establishing Faith on a clean slate (but not exactly
from scratch as we will be told shortly of the relatedness of Islam to the
Abrahamic creed), and correcting collective societal misconceptions.
The Torah. (al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz; Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr)
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“Do you tell them what Allah has
blessed you with the knowledge
of which(102) so that they might use
it in argument against you before
your Lord; have you no sense?
﴾77﴿
Did they not know that Allah
is in on what they hide and what
they reveal? ﴾78﴿ Some of them
are unlettered(103), ˹they˺ do not
know the Book only wishfully(104)
thinking—they
only
guess.
﴾79﴿
Woe betides those who write
the Book(105) with their own hands,
then say: “This is from Allah!”,
so that they may exchange it for
a pittance. Woe betides them for
what their hands have written,
and woe betides them for what
they earn. ﴾80﴿ They say: “The
Fire will not touch us except for
a limited number of days”(106).
Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Have you
˹got˺ a promise from Allah? For
Allah never breaks His promise.
Or do you say about Allah that of
which you have no knowledge?”
102
103

104
105
106

That their Book tells of the advent of a Messenger who is described in
much detail (cf. 2:89). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah)
This describes the stance of a third category of Madinan Jews with regards
to the Message of Muhammad (g); namely, the ill-educated who follow
what their minds tell them of what their Scripture says. The first two being
the learned who willingly twist the words of God even after they have fully
comprehended them, and the hypocrites who when they meet Muslims pay
them lip service. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
They concoct false wishes. God has given examples of such falsity in 2: 111
and 4: 123.
What they claim to be their Scripture. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
They were so audacious because of this claim. (al-SaÑdÊ)
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2:81-85

﴾81﴿

Nay, but whoever commits a
foul deed and is surrounded by
his sin(107), will be ˹among˺ the
company of the Fire, forever they
abide therein. ﴾82﴿ ˹But˺ Those
who Believe and do good deeds
are the company of Paradise,
forever they abide therein.
˹Mention˺ When We took the
pledge of the Children of Israel
that: you should worship none but
Allah; be kind to your parents,
relatives, orphans and the needy;
speak nicely to people; and keep up
Prayer and give out the prescribed
alms; then you turned away –
save a few of you – paying no
heed. ﴾84﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We
took your pledge that: you should
not shed one another’s blood and
that you should not expel one
another out of your lands; then
you vowed bearing witness to it!
﴾85﴿
After ˹all˺ this, here you are
killing one another and driving a
group of you out of their lands,
rallying against them unjustly and
out of aggression. ˹But˺ When
they come to you as captives, you
ransom them, while driving them
out ˹in the first place˺ is forbidden
for you. Do you Believe in parts
of the Book and Deny others?(108)
﴾83﴿

107
108

AÍÉÏat bihi khaÏÊ’atuhu ‘surrounded by his sin’, is, in other words, immersed
in sin.
There were three Jewish tribes who allied themselves with the two
paganistic Arab tribes of Madinah before Islam, falling, thus, into two
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What then will be the punishment
of who does this, but abasement
in this worldly life, and in the
Hereafter they will be consigned
to the harshest of Punishments?
Allah is not unaware of what you
commit. ﴾86﴿ Those are the ones
who exchanged the Hereafter for
this worldly life(109); because of
this their Punishment will not be
alleviated nor will they be aided.
﴾87﴿

We gave Moses the Book(110)
and sent Messengers after him in
succession(111); and gave Jesus, son
of Mary, clear evidences(112) and
aided him with the Holy Spirit(113).
Is it not so that whenever a
Messenger comes to you with

109

110
111
112
113

rivalling parties. On the one hand, there were the Jewish BanË QaynuqÉÑ
the allies of the Arab tribe of al-Khazraj and, on the other, there were BanË
al-NaÌÊr and BanË QurayÐah who took sides with the Arab tribe of al-Aws.
In their infamous prolonged feuds, the Jewish clans fought alongside their
allies against their brethren knowing what the Torah says about killing one
another and driving one another out of the land. Even when arms were
laid aside, they would ransom one another. Thus this Divine admonition.
(al-SaÑdÊ)
al-×ayÉt al-DunyÉ, translated as worldly life, literally means, the lower/
close/nearly life, in comparison with al-×ayÉt al-Ókhirah (lit. the last/
final/ultimate life), i.e. the Hereafter. This comparison is always present in
the Qur’an. Whereas living merely for this lowly, worldly-life is strongly
condemned, seeking the reward of the loftier Hereafter is, by contrast,
highly commended.
The Torah.
Cf. 5: 44.
These are the miracles that Jesus performed (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ),
which are spelled out in 3: 49 and 5: 110.
RËÍ al-Qudus (lit. the Sanctified Spirit) is Angel Gabriel (). (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn KathÊr)
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2:87-90

what you do not like, you become
disdainful, Denying some ˹of
them˺ and killing others? ﴾88﴿ They
said: “Our hearts are encased”(114).
Nay but Allah Damned them
for their Denial, so little do they
Believe. ﴾89﴿ When a Book(115) came
to them from Allah confirming
what they already have; ˹while˺
before it they used to invoke
˹Divine˺ assistance(116) over those
who Deny, still when what they
knew came to them, they Denied
it. Allah’s Damnation is on the
Deniers. ﴾90﴿ Meagre is the price
for which they sold themselves
that they Deny what Allah sent
down out of envy that Allah should
send this favour on whomever
He wills among His servants.
They have thus deserved Wrath
upon Wrath(117)—the Deniers’ is a
humiliating Punishment.
114

115
116

117

Ghulf, wrapped in a cover, alternatively means “uncircumcised”, a term
which is often used in the Bible: Leviticus 26: 41, Jeremiah 9: 26, Ezekiel
44: 7.
The Qur’an.
The Jews used to seek victory over the Arabs in expectance of the coming
Prophet whom they knew of from the Torah. They knew that his coming
was imminent, so, at times of war and fighting, they would pray: “O God!
Send this Prophet about whom we find in the Torah so that our enemies
may suffer and be killed at his hands”. When God sent Muhammad (g) and
they realized that he was not one of them, they Denied him out of envy of
the Arabs of whom the Prophet was one. Yet, they knew all too well that he
was the one mentioned in the Torah. (al-ÙabarÊ)
They deserved God’s double Wrath firstly for their earlier rebelliousness
and then for Denying Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah)
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﴾91﴿

When it is said to them:
“Believe in what Allah has sent
down”(118), they say: “We ˹only˺
Believe in what has been sent
down to us”. And they Deny
what came after it(119) when it is,
indeed, the Truth confirming
what is already with them. Say
˹to them˺: “Why would you then
kill the Prophets of Allah earlier,
if you are ˹truly˺ Believers?(120)
﴾92﴿
Indeed Moses came to you with
clear evidences(121), then you took
˹to worshipping˺ the calf(122) after
him(123)—you are indeed unjust.
﴾93﴿
˹Remember˺ When We
took your pledge and raised the
mountain above you: “Hold fast
to what We have given you and
be heedful!” They said: “We
listen and we disobey”. The ˹love
of the˺ calf was made to seep
into their hearts because of their
Denial. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Vile
it is what your Belief commands
you to do, if you were truly
Believers”.
118
119
120

121
122
123

The Qur’an.
What was revealed after the Torah.
This rhetorical question is meant to emphasize how flagrantly in the wrong
they were, claiming that they were fulfilling the dictates of the Torah, while
unjustly killing their Prophets (cf. NT: Matthew 23:37) when, in fact, these
Prophets only came to them with a confirmation of the Torah, which itself
forbids killing God’s Messengers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Moses’ miracles. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)
Cf. 2: 51.
While he was away.
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2:94-97

﴾94﴿

Say: “If the Last Abode(124)
with Allah was yours exclusively
of all the people(125), then wish for
death, if you were truly sincere”.
﴾95﴿
For sure they will not ever wish
for it, for what their hands have
sent forth(126); Allah is fully aware
of the evildoers. ﴾96﴿ You are sure
to find them the keenest on a life(127)
of all people, even more so than
the Associators(128). Each of them
wishes he could live a thousand
years; ˹but˺ that ˹he lives such
a long life˺ will not budge him
away from Punishment—Allah is
All-Seeing of what they do.
﴾97﴿

Say whoever is an enemy to
Gabriel(129) when he brought it ˹the
124
125
126

127

128

129

al-Jannah (Paradise).
Reference is made here to the false belief that only either the Jews or the
Christians will enter Paradise; cf. 2: 111 below.
They are in fear of what they have done and dread that the sins they have
committed will be accounted for on the Day of Reckoning. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah)
The Qur’an uses the unqualified ÍayÉt, life, to emphasize their keenness on
being alive and their aversion to death, irrespective of the quality of the life
that they are so eager to lead (cf. al-TawÍÊÌÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
Although they are told of life after death and what awaits the real servants
of God in their Scriptures, they are keener on living longer in this life than
even those who do not Believe in the Hereafter, i.e. al-MushrikÊn, those
who Associate other deities in worship of God, i.e. the idolaters who were
not privileged with a revealed Scripture). (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn)
Ibn ÑAbbÉs () narrated: “The Jews came to the Prophet (g) and they
said: “AbË al-QÉsim, we will ask you about five things, if you tell us about
them we will know that you are a Prophet and we will follow you”. ˹After
asking about four things˺, They said: “There only remains one matter, if
you tell us about it, we will swear allegiance to you and that is: no Prophet
was ever sent without him assigned an angel who brings him the news, who
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Qur’an˺ down to your heart with
Allah’s permission(130); confirming
what preceded it(131), guidance
and glad tidings to the Believers.
﴾98﴿
Whoever is an enemy to Allah,
His angels, Messengers, Gabriel
and Michael, then Allah is an enemy
to the Deniers. ﴾99﴿ We have sent
down to you clear Signs(132), none
rebuffs them except the rebellious.
﴾100﴿
Incredulous it is that whenever
they make a pledge, a group
of them cast it away—indeed
most of them do not Believe.
﴾101﴿
When a Messenger from
Allah(133) came confirming what
was with them, a group of those
who were given the Book threw
the Book of Allah behind their
backs as if they did not know
˹better˺. ﴾102﴿ ˹Instead˺ They
followed what the devils used to
recite during Solomon’s reign(134).

130
131
132
133
134

is yours? He (g) replied: “Gabriel, may peace be upon him”. They said:
“Gabriel! He who comes with war, fighting and torment! He is our enemy!
If you said Michael who comes with mercy, plantation and rain, we would
have Believed in you”. “Allah then revealed this aya””. (al-TirmidhÊ: 2117,
ImÉm AÍmad: 2483)
Gabriel did not bring the Qur’an down of his own accord but was sent by
God Himself. This is reason enough to reject their poor excuse.
That it confirmed what is in their Scripture was enough evidence for them,
had their hearts been more accepting of the Truth.
The Qur’an contains enough Signs for those who really seek Guidance.
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
These are the magical incantations that the devils used to mumble during
the time of Solomon (). After his death, the devils brought them out to
people claiming that Solomon owed his great powers to them. (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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Solomon did not Deny(135) but
the devils did, teaching people
magic; and ˹they also followed˺
what was brought down to the
two angels, HÉrËt and MÉrËt,
in Babylon. The two would not
teach anyone ˹magic˺ unless
they say: “˹Be warned!˺ We
are but a test ˹of Faith˺, do not,
then, Deny!” They learn from
them that with which they cause
divisions between a man and his
wife(136); ˹yet˺ they will not harm
anyone with it unless Allah wills.
They only learn that with which
they harm themselves and is of
no use to them. They know that
whoever buys this has no share in
the Hereafter. Wretched it is what
they sold themselves for, if only
but they ˹truly˺ knew. ﴾103﴿ Had
they Believed and were Mindful,
their reward from Allah would
have been better ˹for them˺, if
only but they ˹truly˺ knew.
135

136

Engagement in magic is an act of Denial, because it defies God’s will and
its sheer foulness flies in the face of true Belief. Such a practice is not
becoming of a most-dignified Prophet of God, as claimed by some here (cf.
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
Causing domestic discord is singled out here because of its gravity, carrying
as it does the seed of social decay. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh () narrated that
the Prophet (g) said: “Satan sets his throne upon water and sends out his
troops. The closest to him will be the person who causes the most sedition.
One of them will come to him and report: “I did this and that”. Satan will
reply: “You did nothing!” Then another will come forward and say: “I did
not leave him ˹the husband˺ until I caused him to leave his wife”. Then
Satan draws him close and says: “Well done you!”” (Muslim: 2813)
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﴾104﴿

Believers! Do not say:
“RÉÑinÉ”, but say: “UnÐurnÉ”(137),
and listen(138); the Deniers’ is a
painful Punishment. ﴾105﴿ The
Deniers among the people of the
Book and the Associators do not
wish that any good comes down
to you from your Lord; Allah
specifically favours whomever He
wills with His Mercy—Allah is
the Owner of bountiful Grace(139).
﴾106﴿
Whatever Sign(140) We
abrogate or cause to be forgotten,
We replace it with one which is
better or equal to it. Did you not
know that Allah has power over
everything? ﴾107﴿ Did you not
know that to Allah belongs the
dominion of the Heavens and
Earth(141), and that you have no
ally or helper(142) besides Allah?
137

138
139
140
141

142

One word for seeking the Prophet’s permission, i.e. rÉÑinÉ (bear with us), is
replaced by another, i.e. unÐurnÉ (grant us repose), as rÉÑinÉ can be twisted
and used derogatorily to mean something inappropriate (from ruÑËnah,
foolishness). The Qur’an (4: 46) explains how the Jews of Madinah used to
address the Prophet by subtly twisting their tongues when uttering rÉÑinÉ to
mean: “You are foolish” (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ).
Believers are commanded to listen to the Prophet (g) with the pure
intention of obedience. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah)
Cf. 4: 113.
Aya.
Since God is the Sovereign Owner of all creation, He has the undisputed
right to make lawful or unlawful whatever He wills (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
Thus, He abrogates certain rulings and replaces them with others, but being
infinitely Fair and Wise, He replaces these with the likes of them or even
better ones.
None has the power to confer goodness and drive away harm except
Almighty God. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾108﴿

Or do you want to ask of your
Messenger something similar to
what Moses was asked before(143);
whoever replaces Belief with
Denial, indeed has strayed from
the right path. ﴾109﴿ Many among
the people of the Book wish that
they could turn you away from
your Belief into Denial out of
selfish envy after the Truth has
become clear to them. Forgive
and overlook until Allah comes
with His command(144); indeed
Allah has power over everything.
﴾110﴿
Keep up the Prayer and
give out the prescribed alms.
Whatever good you send forth
for yourselves, you will find it
with Allah(145); indeed Allah is
All-Seeing of what you do.
﴾111﴿

They said: “None will enter
Paradise but those who are Jews or
Christians”. Those are their ˹vain˺
wishes. Say to them: “Produce
your proof if you are truthful!”
﴾112﴿
Nay! Whoever submits his face(146)
to Allah and is a doer of good,
143

144
145

146

These questions are not asked to gain insight and wisdom but are rather
intended to emphasize the Prophet’s powerlessness. Examples of these are
detailed in 4: 153 and 17: 89-93.
To bring about His ruling regarding them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Believers are commanded to turn their attention away from these squabbles
and concentrate on matters that are more rewarding and ascertaining of
Faith. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
That is devoting oneself wholly to God. The face is synecdochically
mentioned in place of the whole self because it is the most dignified of all
human body parts. (al-ÙabarÊ)
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he will have his reward with his
Lord; they will have neither fear nor
will they grieve. ﴾113﴿ The Jews said:
“The Christians have no ground”(147);
the Christians said: “The Jews have
no ground”; even though they read
the Book(148). The same was said
by those who have no knowledge;
Allah will judge between them
concerning what they dispute over,
on the Day of Judgement.
﴾114﴿

Who is more unjust than one
who prohibits mentioning Allah’s
Name in places of worship dedicated
to Him and who strives hard for their
desolation?(149) These are not to enter
them ˹places of worship˺ except in a
state of fear(150). Theirs in the worldly
life is disgrace and theirs in the
Hereafter a great Punishment.
147

148

149

150

That is, their religion is baseless. Ibn AbË ×Étim documents in his TafsÊr
that Ibn ÑAbbÉs () narrated: “When the Christians of NajrÉn came to the
Messenger of God (g), the rabbis met them and both parties disputed in
the Messenger’s (g) presence. RÉfiÑ Ibn ×uraymilah ˹a Jewish rabbi˺ said:
“You ˹Christians˺ have no ground whatsoever!” He Denied Jesus and the
Evangel! A Najranian said: “You have no ground whatsoever!” He Denied
both the Prophethood of Moses and the Torah!”
Each party reads their respective revealed Books, i.e. the Torah, which
foretells the good news of the coming of Jesus () and the Evangel
which tells them the truth about Moses () and the Torah. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr)
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr and Ibn ÑÓshËr are of the opinion that the ones who
are meant by this are the pagans of Makkah who drove the Prophet (g) and
his Companions from the Sanctuary and dedicated it to idol worshipping:
thus, the ‘desolation’ of the place of worship (masjid). Some Qur’anic ayas
(8: 34 and 48: 25) allude to the actions of the pagans regarding prohibiting
Muslims from worshipping God in the same terms.
God decrees here that the just punishment of those who commit such a
vile act is that they will only enter places of worship in a state of fear and
trepidation expecting Divine justice will be exacted on them or that the
Believers will seize them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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﴾115﴿

To Allah belongs the East and
the West, wherever you turn, you
will find Allah’s Face—Allah is
All-Prevailing, All-Knowing(151).
﴾116﴿
They said: “Allah has taken
to Himself a child”(152). Glory
be to Him!(153) Nay! But all that
is in the Heavens and Earth are
His, they are all submitting to
Him(154). ﴾117﴿ ˹He is˺ The ˹Masterful˺
Originator of the Heavens and
Earth, when He decrees something
He says only: “Be!”(155) and it is.
151

152

153

154

155

This is by way of consolation to the Believers who had been persecuted
and prevented from performing their right to worship—that the whole
world belongs to God and one can find Him wherever one turns.
This claim is made by the Jews when they said that Ezra was the son of
God, the Christians when they said that Jesus was the son of God (cf. 9:
30) and the Arab pagans who claimed that the angels were God’s daughters
(cf. 16: 57 and 43: 19) (Ibn KathÊr). The claim that God has a son - or
offspring - is rebuffed as horribly macabre recurrently in the Qur’an (cf.
10-68-69, 4:171 and 25: 1-2), because a son is his father’s like and equal.
Such qualities are not becoming of Almighty God, the Absolute Sovereign,
for whom no one can be alike (cf. 6: 100-101).
SubÍÉnahu (lit. Glorified be Him!) is used here as an emotionally
charged interjection that highlights how unbecoming what they claim of
God is.
QÉnitËn, translated here as ‘submitting’, has the much wider meaning that
all of God’s creation, particularly those endowed with free will, are servants
of His, over whom He has total control and that they are all subject to
Divine canons and rules of existence (being ever needful, getting old and
dying) whether they are willing to admit them or not. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
God’s Absolute Power is highlighted here. The realization of His Will and
His Ability to create are carried out by this two-lettered command, (Be!)
(cf. 3: 47 and 59, 19: 34-35, 36: 81-82). The Possessor of such power has
no need for procreation (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
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﴾118﴿

Those who have no
knowledge(156) also said: “If only
Allah would talk to us or a Sign
would come to us”. The same was
said by those who came before
them; their hearts are alike(157).
We have made the Signs clear
to those who firmly Believe(158).
﴾119﴿
We have sent you
˹Muhammad˺ with the Truth,
a bearer of glad tidings and a
warner; and you will not be asked
about the company of Hellfire.(159)
﴾120﴿

Neither the Jews nor the
Christians will ever be pleased
with you unless you follow their
religion(160); say: “It is Guidance from
Allah that is the ˹true˺ Guidance”.
156
157

158

159

160

These are Arab pagans, elsewhere called ‘the illiterates’ (cf. 3: 20). (Ibn
KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The hearts of the Deniers of the Message are alike. The three examples of
acts of Denial, spelled out in Ayas 114-119, i.e. persecuting Believers and
denying them their right of worship, claiming that God has an offspring and
toyingly asking their Prophets for proofs and miracles without seriously
intending to Believe in them (for more of this cf. 6: 124, 17: 90-93), are
meant to show that Deniers, old and new, ignorant or having a revealed
Book that should guide them to the Truth, are one and the same. Their
driving forces and motives are similar (cf. 51: 52-53).
If a person’s heart is smitten with the disease of Denial it shows through
their actions irrespective of all other considerations. Conversely, those who
open up their hearts to the Truth will find ample evidence for it.
That is: You, Prophet, will not be responsible for what becomes of them
after you have delivered the Message to them (cf. 3: 20-21). God is
consoling Prophet Muhammad (g) and assuring him of the Truthfulness of
his Message in the face of the fierce war he and his followers were facing
on all these fronts.
Because every party sees itself as the sole possessor of the Truth. Thus, they
did not open up to the Truth and follow God’s Guidance.
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If you follow their desires after
the knowledge that has come to
you, there will not be a guardian
or protector for you from Allah.
﴾121﴿
Those to whom We have
given the Book recite it as it
should be recited(161); these Believe
in it, however those who Deny it
are the losers.
﴾122﴿

Children of Israel! Remember
My Favour which I blessed you
with and that I privileged you
with over all people(162). ﴾123﴿ Be
Mindful of a Day on which no
soul will be of use to another(163);
neither ransom will be accepted
from it(164) nor intercession of use
to it(165), and they ˹the Deniers˺
will not be helped(166).
˹Mention Muhammad˺(167)
When IbrÉhÊm ˹Abraham˺ was
tested by his Lord by certain
﴾124﴿

161

162
163
164
165

166
167

The People of the Book are encouraged to follow their original uncorrupted
Books unquestioningly without Denying all or parts of them, particularly
those aspects that speak about the coming of Prophet Muhammad (g) (cf.
5: 68, 7: 157, 28: 52-53).
Cf. 5: 20, 44: 32.
Cf. 31: 33.
Cf. 3: 91, 5: 36, 6: 70 and 57: 15.
Cf. 26: 100-101, 74: 48. The rejection of intercession on the Day of Judgement
only applies to Deniers. It will be accepted on behalf of a Believer provided
God grants such permission and He is pleased with the person on behalf of
whom it takes place (cf. 53: 26; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
No one will be able to save them from God’s Punishment (cf. 36: 25-26, 46:
28 and 53: 26; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
Of a related nature to what precedes this. What comes next is the accurate
account of the origin and reality of the Abrahamic creed and, by extension,
so-called ‘Abrahamic religions’.
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words(168) which he fulfilled. He
˹The Lord˺ said: “I will make
you a leader(169) to humanity”. He
˹IbrÉhÊm˺ said: “And my posterity
˹too˺ ?” He said: “My promise
does not include the unjust”.
﴾125﴿
˹Mention Muhammad˺ And
when We made the House(170) a
repeatedly-visited, safe haven
for people—and make IbrÉhÊm’s
standing-stone(171) a place for
Prayer. We commanded IbrÉhÊm
and IsmÉÑÊl ˹Ishmael˺: “That
you should purify(172) My House
168

169

170
171

172

The Lord assigned some tasks and commandments for Abraham () to
carry out, which he did dutifully without hesitation or delay (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Exemplary of which is the
following commandment to Abraham and Ishmael to set the foundations of
the KaÑbah and to make ready the Holy Sanctuary in Bakkah (Makkah) for
God’s worship.
God rewarded Abraham () for his devoutness by granting him the highest
of all honours, making him an ImÉm (leader) to all humanity and an example
to be followed by those who seek God’s Pleasure.
The Holy Sanctuary in Makkah (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ); the central
symbol of pristine Faith.
MaqÉm IbrÉhÊm is the stone on which Abraham () stood while building
the KaÑbah. The commandment here enjoins Believers to Pray at that place;
it is an everlasting Sign and evidence to all people of the relatedness of
the religion of Islam to Abraham’s creed, IslÉm, the most pristine of all
religions. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillah () narrated in a lengthy ×adÊth that the
Prophet (g): “Headed to maqÉm IbrÉhÊm and recited the aya: “...and make
IbrÉhÊm’s standing-stone a place for Prayer”. He (g) placed himself
behind the maqÉm making it come between himself and the KaÑbah. ˹And
then he Prayed two rakÑahs˺ reading in the first: qul huwa AllÉh-u aÍad
(“Say: He is God, Unique.”) and in the second: qul yÉ ayyuha al-kÉfirËn
(“Say: You Deniers!”)”. (Muslim: 1218)
They were commanded to purify it from all sorts of impurities, physical
and spiritual, such as idols, and to build it with pure intention, devoting it
wholly to God. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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for those who circumambulate,
and those who keep retreat(173),
those who bow down and
prostrate themselves ˹in Prayer˺”.
﴾126﴿
˹Mention
Muhammad˺
When IbrÉhÊm said: “My Lord!
Make this town(174) safe and
provide its people with ˹all sorts
of ˺
produce(175),
˹especially˺
those of them who Believe in
Allah and the Last Day”. He
˹Allah˺ said: “As for those who
Deny, I will make them enjoy a
little(176) and then force them into
the Punishment of Hellfire—
miserable is their destination!”
﴾127﴿
˹Mention Muhammad˺ While
IbrÉhÊm and IsmÉÑÊl were raising
the foundations of the House(177)
˹they prayed˺: “Our Lord, accept
˹this˺ from us; You are the AllHearing, the All-Knowing”(178).
173
174
175

176

177

178

al-ÑÉkifÊn are those who dedicate part of their time to worship, shunning
engagement in worldly affairs during this time.
Bakkah/Makkah. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Cf. 28: 57. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said:
“IbrÉhÊm sanctified Makkah and prayed for it and I sanctified Madinah as
much as IbrÉhÊm sanctified Makkah, and I prayed for it ˹a blessing in its
produce measuring instruments of ˺ mudd and ÎÉÑ twice as much as IbrÉhÊm
asked for Makkah”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2129)
Granted that even the Deniers will also be provided for by God in this life,
but theirs is only a transitory enjoyment which, no matter how great it might
seem, is dwarfed by comparison to the everlasting provision and reward for
Believers in Paradise (cf. 31: 23-24, 47: 12; al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ).
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah relates in his TafsÊr the consensus that al-Bayt (The House)
here is the KaÑbah itself. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn
ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
They chanted this supplication while building the KaÑbah (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ:
3364).
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﴾128﴿

“Our Lord make us wholly
submitting(179) to you and from
our posterity a nation wholly
submitted to you, show(180) us our
rites(181) and accept our repentance;
You are the All-Forgiving, Most
Merciful”. ﴾129﴿ “Our Lord send
them(182) a Messenger(183) from among
them to recite Your Signs(184) to
them, teach them the Book(185) and
Wisdom(186) and purify(187) them;
You are the All-Prevailing, the
All-Wise”. ﴾130﴿ None would
forsake the creed of IbrÉhÊm(188)
except one who fools himself.
179

180
181
182
183
184
185
186

187
188

Muslimayn (dual form of muslim), i.e. both of us totally submitted to God.
Total submission to God and devotion to Him in worship is the basic
meaning of IslÉm. All Prophets were ‘Muslim’ in as much as they were
wholly devoted to God and sincerely submitted to Him in worship according
to their own respective creeds. Needless to say, after Prophet Muhammad
(g) was sent to mankind no other religion except Islam is accepted from
anyone (cf. 3: 85).
Guide and teach us how to perform our rites correctly.
These are the rites of Hajj in particular. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The submitting nation from among the posterity of Abraham and Ishmael.
The Messenger is Muhammad (g). This is further explained in 62: 2.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Ayas of the Qur’an (lit. Signs).
Teach them the interpretation and rulings of the Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Exegetes differed as to the exact meaning of Íikmah, translated here as
Wisdom, but al-ÙabarÊ concludes that it means knowledge of God’s
commands which are not known except by the explanation of the Messenger
(g). That is the Prophet’s (g) Sunnah and oral traditions, Hadiths.
Make them more devout to God and free from Associating others in worship
with Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
The ‘creed of IbrÉhÊm’, millata IbrÉhÊm, known as ÍanÊfiyyah, is the
most primordial, pristine, uncorrupted precursor to all heavenly-revealed
religions. The Qur’an underlines Islam’s close relation to it in various
places: 2: 35, 4: 125, 6: 161 and 16: 123.
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We have chosen him in the worldly
life and in the Hereafter(189) he is one
of the Righteous(190). ﴾131﴿ ˹Because˺
As soon as His Lord said to him:
“submit!”(191) he said: “I submit to
the Lord of all beings”. ﴾132﴿ With
this IbrÉhÊm and YaÑqËb ˹Jacob˺(192)
enjoined their sons: “My sons!
Allah has chosen this religion
for you, so die not without being
devoutly submitted”. ﴾133﴿ Or were
you(193) present when death came
upon YaÑqËb? When he said to
his sons: “What will you worship
after me?” They said: “We will
worship your Lord and the Lord
of your forefathers, IbrÉhÊm,
IsmÉÑÊl(194) and IsÍÉq ˹Isaac˺, a one
˹and only˺ Lord; we have submitted
to Him”. ﴾134﴿ That nation passed
away; it earned what it has earned
and yours is what you earn. You
will not be answerable for what
they used to do(195).
189
190
191

192
193

194
195

The lofty status in which Prophet Abraham () is held in the Qur’an and
the relatedness of Islam with his creed is further expounded in: 16: 12-123.
AÎ-ØÉliÍËn are God’s Prophets and Messengers, who hold the highest ranks
in Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Unconditional submission and utter surrender to God’s Will capture the
essence of ÍanÊfiyyah. This word (IslÉm) was bequeathed to Abraham’s
posterity forever so that they might remain true to it (cf. 43: 26-28).
Jacob, the forefather of the Israelites, also known as Israel, was the son of Isaac,
Abraham’s son. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The direct addressees were the Jews of Madinah who Denied Prophet
Muhammad’s (g) Messengership. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Ishmael was actually Jacob’s paternal uncle. They counted him among
Jacob’s ‘fathers’ out of respect.
Although the People of the Book are reminded of the true faith of their
patriarchs, they are also cautioned not to be boastful about it and to do
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﴾135﴿

They said: “Become Jews
or Christian, and you will be
guided”. Say: “Nay, but ˹we
follow˺ the creed of IbrÉhÊm,
rightly oriented(196), and he was not
one of the Associators”. ﴾136﴿ Say:
“We Believe in Allah, and what
came down to us, and what came
down to IbrÉhÊm, IsmÉÑÊl, IsÍÉq
˹Isaac˺, YaÑqËb ˹Jacob˺ and the
Tribes(197), and what MusÉ and ÑÔsÉ
˹Jesus˺ were given, and what the
Prophets were given from their
Lord(198). We do not distinguish
between any of them(199) and we
are ˹ever˺ submitting(200) to Him”.

196

197

198

199
200

some soul searching by asking themselves the difficult question of how
far removed they are from the essence of real surrender to God’s Will (cf.
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
This is the translation of ÍanÊf. ×anÊfiyyah is the religion of IbrÉhÊm.
The basic semantic meaning of the root Í-n-f is inclination towards
uprightness and eschewing crookedness (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb
al-Qur’an; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn al-JawzÊ, Tadhkirat
al-ArÊb). Abraham, who is the example set for humanity for those who
seek to find the right path of God (cf. 2: 124), was neither a Jew nor a
Christian (cf. 3: 67).
al-AsbÉÏ, the Tribes, are the Prophets from among the twelve sons of Jacob,
i.e. YËsuf (Joseph) and his brothers, twelve men in all and their posterity,
particularly the Prophets, who held on to their path. SibÏ means grandson
(al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt), and here they are taken to be branches of the
same tree.
This is the ultimate declaration of the Truth of the Faith of Muslims—
they Believe in the Truthfulness of earlier Prophets and Messages in their
pristine, uncorrupted forms without favouring one over another.
The Prophet (g) said: “Prophets are half-brothers. Their mothers are
different but their religion is the same”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3211)
MuslimËn, meaning submitted to God alone, both internally and outwardly,
and being totally devoted to His worship and subservient to His Will.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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˹So˺ If they Believe in what you
have Believed in, then they have
become guided, but if they turn away
then they are in an opposing league
˹to yours˺. Allah will suffice you
˹for defence˺ against them—He is
the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
﴾138﴿
This is the colour(201) of Allah;
whose colouring is better than that
of Allah? We are ˹ever˺ worshipping
Him. ﴾139﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Do you
argue with us regarding Allah, when
He is our Lord and yours. Ours are our
deeds and yours are your deeds(202).
We are ˹ever˺ devoted to Him”.
﴾140﴿
Or do you ˹yet˺ claim that IbrÉhÊm,
IsmÉÑÊl, IsÍÉq, YaÑqËb and the Tribes
were either Jews or Christians?(203)
Say: “Are you more knowledgeable
or Allah?”(204) No one is more unfair
than him who suppresses a testimony
that he has from Allah(205). Allah is
not unaware of what you commit”.
﴾137﴿

201

202
203

204
205

Øibghah etymologically means the ‘colour’ in which the servants of God
are dyed. It is the religion of God, i.e. IslÉm, the rightly-oriented religion
of Abraham (). It is so called because religious devoutness shows on the
person as much as a dye of a cloth shows on it (cf. al-BaghawÊ).
Every party will only be held accountable for their own deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Both Judaism and Christianity were founded after the demise of these
noble Prophets. How, then, can anyone claim that these Prophets were
followers of their own religion? The ones who adhere more closely to their
core Faith have indeed more of a claim to them. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Cf. 3: 65-68.
The suppressed testimony alluded to here is either about the true nature
of the religion of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and the Tribes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr), or mention of the truthfulness of the Messengership
of Prophet Muhammad (g) that they find in their Books (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ,
al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
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﴾141﴿

That nation passed away;
it earned what it has earned and
yours is what you earn. You will
not be answerable for what they
used to do”.
﴾142﴿

The feeble-minded people(206)
will say: “What turned them
away from the direction of
Prayer(207) they used to face?” Say:
“To Allah belongs the East and
the West(208). He guides whom
He wills to a straight path”(209).
206

207

208
209

The seismic shift of the change in the direction of Prayer from Jerusalem to
the KaÑbah in Makkah is dealt with in detail in Ayas 142-150 here. During
their very early Madinan days, Muslims used to face Jerusalem for Prayers
in compliance with the People of the Book of Madinah, namely the Jews;
this by way of placating and winning them over. Here, God is setting the
scene for the criticism that was to be expected by announcing to the Prophet
(g) and his Companions that those who oppose this move are foolhardy
and ‘feeble-minded’. The whole truth of this trying affair is laid out before
the Believers so that they know what is to come - difficulty and opposition
– and that they will, thus, be prepared and stay firm.
Qiblah is the Islamic term for the direction Muslims face in their Prayers.
As to the reason behind the revelation of this aya, al-BarÉ’ Ibn ÑÓzib ()
narrated: “The Prophet (g) Prayed towards the direction of Jerusalem
for sixteen or seventeen months, but he was inclined towards Praying to
the direction of the KaÑbah. Then Allah sent down: “We have certainly
seen you turning your face ˹anxiously˺ in the sky. We shall turn you to a
direction of Prayer that you shall be satisfied with. Turn then your face
to the Sanctified Mosque” (2: 144). He then turned towards the KaÑbah,
and the feeble-minded, ˹the Prophet’s (g) detractors˺, said: “What turned
them away from the direction of Prayer they used to face?”” (al-BukhÉrÊ:
399, Muslim: 525) This move marked a practical declaration of the relation
of Islam to the Abrahamic creed (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ) a return to
the pristine religion of God, i.e. IslÉm. At the same time, it represented
a practical announcement of Islam’s break from other religions: a timely
statement of intent given the essential reality that has just been given about
the Truthfulness of the Abrahamic creed in the preceding ayas.
No direction is out of the realm of His dominion. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah,
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
That is guiding the Believers to the same direction of Prayer which Abraham
() used to face. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾143﴿

Thus We have made you a
middle nation(210), so that you may
be witnesses over people and
the Messenger be a witness over
you(211). We have made you face
the direction of Prayer you used to,
so that We may know he who
follows the Messenger from he
who turns back on his heels(212).
Indeed it(213) is heavy except for
those who are guided by Allah.
Allah was not to render your Belief(214)
in vain; indeed Allah is Ever-Kind,
Ever-Merciful to people. ﴾144﴿ We
have certainly seen you turning
your face ˹anxiously˺ in the sky(215).
We shall turn you to a direction
of Prayer that you shall be
satisfied with. Turn then your face
210

211

212
213
214

215

Ummatan wasaÏan (lit. a middle nation) means just and fair, taking a middle
way or path of moderation in life and not inclining towards any of the
extremes that border on danger (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
Also see: 3: 110.
One interpretation of this aya is that this moderate Believing nation, will
bear witness on the Day of Judgement that the Prophets and Messengers
of God delivered their Messages dutifully to their nations (cf. Ibn MÉjah:
4284, ImÉmAÍmad: 11575). Prophet Muhammad (g) will, in turn, bear
witness that his nation has spoken the Truth (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
A true Believer will abide by the Prophet’s commands without qualms.
The change of qiblah.
ÔmÉn (Belief) here means Prayer which was observed in obedience of
the Messenger (g) by facing the first qiblah (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ). Naturally, the Believers, although unquestioningly obeying
God’s command, heavy as it was, were worried about the fate of their
earlier Prayers. So God, the Ever-Kind, assures them here that these are
safeguarded with Him.
The Prophet (g) was anxiously awaiting the command to change the qiblah.
For this he used to look up at the sky expectantly. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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to the Sanctified Mosque(216).
Wherever you ˹Believers˺ are,
turn your faces towards it. Indeed
those who have been given the
Book know for sure that this is
the Truth from their Lord(217)—
Allah is not unaware of what they
do. ﴾145﴿ Surely if you bring to the
people of the Book every Sign,
they will not follow your direction
of Prayer, neither will you follow
their direction of Prayer. None
of you will follow each other’s
direction of Prayer. Surely if
you follow their whims after the
knowledge that came to you,
indeed then you are one of the
wrongdoers. ﴾146﴿ Those to whom
We have given the Book know it(218)
as much as they know their own
children—indeed a party of them
suppresses the Truth knowingly.
﴾147﴿
The Truth is from your Lord,
so be not one of the doubtful.
﴾148﴿
Each have their own direction
to follow, then engage in a
race for good deeds. Wherever
you might be, Allah will bring(219)
you all—indeed Allah has
power
over
everything(220).
216
217

218
219
220

al-Masjid al-×arÉm of Makkah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
Jews and Christians have it in their Books that this is the correct direction
of Prayer as it is written in their Books as a sign of Muhammad’s (g)
Prophethood. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
That the KaÑbah is the correct direction of Prayer. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Gather.
Cf. 5: 48.
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Wherever you ˹Muhammad˺
set out ˹on a journey˺ from, turn
your face towards the Sanctified
Mosque; this certainly is the
Truth from your Lord—Allah
is not unaware of what you do.
﴾150﴿
Wherever you set out from
˹Muhammad˺ turn your face
towards the Sanctified Mosque(221);
wherever you ˹Believers˺ might
be, turn your faces towards it(222),
this in order that people would
have no argument against you(223),
barring those who are unfair—
fear them not but fear Me, so that
I may perfect My Favour on you(224)
and so that you may be guided(225).
﴾149﴿

This ˹favour˺ is like ˹that of ˺
sending among you a Messenger(226)
from your own who recites
Our Signs to you, purifies you,
﴾151﴿

221

222
223

224

225
226

In the face of all the hue and cry that surrounded this new bold move, God
here again assures His Messenger of the binding nature of this command
(cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm ad-Durar).
Wherever you might be in the world, face the KaÑbah for Prayers. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-SaÑdÊ)
One of the reasons for the change of qiblah was so that the Jews would
have no ground to argue against Believers for denouncing them; in other
words, when the Muslims had initially followed their direction of Prayer.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
By making you stand out from all other nations with revelation of the best
of religions, Islam, and making you face the KaÑbah in Makkah, the original
direction of Prayers set forth in Abraham’s pristine creed (cf. al-ÙabarÊ,
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
Being guided by God in this life is the fruit of one’s obedience to Him.
Prophet Muhammad (g). This is in response to Abraham’s (g) Prayer, cf.
2: 129. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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teaches you the Book and
Wisdom(227), and teaches you
that which you did not know(228).
﴾152﴿
Remember Me(229) and I shall
remember You(230); be grateful to
Me and do not Deny Me.
﴾153﴿

You who Believe, seek help
in patience and Prayer—indeed
Allah is with(231) the patient.
﴾154﴿
Say not about those who are
killed in the path of Allah(232):
“dead”; nay, they are alive but
you perceive it not(233). ﴾155﴿ We
shall test(234) you with some fear,
hunger and dwindling financial
resources, souls and crops—
deliver good tidings to those
who are patient. ﴾156﴿ Those who
when struck by a calamity say:
“Verily to Allah we belong
and to Him we shall return”(235).
227
228

229
230
231
232

233
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The Book (al-KitÉb) and Wisdom (al-×ikmah) are the Qur’an and Sunnah
respectively. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
News of that which they had no means of knowing, e.g.: the Unseen
(al-Ghayb), and specifically, past and future events. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Believers are encouraged to engage in the great form of worship of
remembrance (dhikr) by way of thanking God for these favours.
God laudably mentions and showers with favour those who remember and
mention Him.
Here is evidence of God’s particular Companionship, maÑiyyah, with the
Believers; leading to His guidance and support.
FÊ sabÊl AllÉh (lit. in the path of God) means by striking a path that is in
accordance with God’s ordinances. Here are meant those who met their
death on the battlefield in His cause.
Cf. 3: 169-171.
As much as there are rewards and favours for Belief, there are also hardships
and trials.
This remembrance, dhikr, innÉ li-AllÉh wa innÉ ilayhi rÉjiÑËn, is at once
enormous and profound (cf. Muslim: 218).
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﴾157﴿

On those are Prayers(236) from
their Lord and Mercy—those are
the truly guided.
﴾158﴿

Certainly ØafÉ and Marwah(237)
are among the Symbols(238) of
Allah—whoever proceeds for
the House in pilgrimage or lesser
pilgrimage(239), there is no blame
for him to circulate(240) between
them—˹for˺ whoever does good
voluntarily, Allah is indeed
Thankful
and
All-Knowing.
﴾159﴿
Indeed those who suppress
what We brought down of clear
Signs and Guidance, after We
have expounded them to people
in the Book—Allah Damns(241)
them and they are damned
by
those
who
damn(242);
236
237
238

239
240

241
242

God’s Prayers upon the Believers is praise of them and blessing them.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The two small mounts in the Sanctified Mosque, between which people
circulate when they perform saÑy Hajj or Ñumrah.
ShaÑÉ’ir (lit. symbols) is the plural of ShaÑÊrah, which denotes everything
that God made as a Sign for His worship (cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’an,
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). These two
symbols are further emblematic of the relation of Islam to the creed of
Abraham (). They are mentioned in the narration of the building of the
KaÑbah. Further, they are mentioned here just after hardship and trial have
been talked of as a reminder of the test of Hagar’s faith between these two
mounts (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
ÑUmrah (lesser pilgrimage).
According to ÑÓ’ishah (), the AnÎÉr Companions of the Prophet (g) had
qualms before the revelation of this aya about circulating between the two
mounts (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4495; Muslim: 1277). Further, the aya was revealed
before the Muslims had gained control over Makkah and while pagans
freely performed their rites in the Sanctuary.
al-LaÑn is casting and driving away from God’s Mercy. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
ÑAÏiyyah, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
These are detailed in Aya 161 below: the angels and all humans. (al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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﴾160﴿

except those who repent
and undo the harm and explain
˹Allah’s revealed Signs and
Guidance˺—those I shall forgive
them, for I am the Forgiver,
the Most Merciful. ﴾161﴿ Those
who Deny(243) and die Denying,
on them is Allah’s, the angels’
and all humans’ damnation;
﴾162﴿
forever they last in it(244)—their
Punishment will not be lightened
neither will they have respite.
﴾163﴿
Your God is one God, indeed
He is the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful.
﴾164﴿

Verily in the creation of the
Heavens and Earth; the alternation
of night and day; the vessels that
run in the sea ˹laden˺ with what
benefits people; the water that
Allah causes to fall from the sky
to enliven the earth with it after its
death and disperses therein every
moving creature; the dispensing
of the winds; and the harnessed
clouds between the sky and Earth
are Signs(245) for the heedful.
﴾165﴿
There are people who take
˹for themselves˺ rivals to Allah(246),
243
244
245

246

Those who go on covering up the Truth until they meet their deaths.
Damnation and the Fire.
There are two types of Signs that lead to Belief: Qur’anic Signs, ayas, and
Cosmic Signs. The Signs detailed here as evidence to God’s existence are
indeed cosmic.
After living through and experiencing firsthand all these clear Signs, some
people still take to worshipping false deities besides God.
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whom they love as much as they
love Allah—˹but˺ the Believers are
stauncher in their love for Allah(247)
˹more than anything else˺. Should
the Transgressors ˹come to˺ see
˹the Day˺ when they ˹actually˺
see Punishment(248)—˹they would
realize˺ that all power belongs to
Allah and that the Punishment of
Allah is severe indeed. ﴾166﴿ Then
those who were followed(249) shall
disown those who followed,
˹when˺ they saw the Punishment
and all means(250) were cut off from
them. ﴾167﴿ Those who followed
shall say: “Should we have
another round, we will disown
them as they disowned us”(251);
thus Allah shows them their deeds
as remorse ˹for them˺—they shall
not be let out from the Fire.
﴾168﴿

O people, eat of what is
there in Earth, lawful and
good(252), and do not follow the
footsteps of Satan(253), indeed he
is an open enemy to you.
247
248
249
250
251
252

253

As compared to these idolaters’ love for their gods.
As a result of Divine Judgement after Resurrection.
Those who were taken as gods besides God (cf. 18: 19: 81-82, 29: 25, and
34: 31-33). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Of salvation and deliverance (cf. 6: 94). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Cf. 6: 27-28 and 26: 91-102.
These are the two conditions regarding the food that people are allowed to
consume: lawful (unlawful foods will be explained shortly in Aya 173) and
beneficial, not harmful (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
Who makes people deem lawful or unlawful what is not (cf. 6: 140-142).
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Indeed he only bids you
to ˹commit˺ what is wicked
and sinful, and that you should
say of Allah what you have no
knowledge of(254). ﴾170﴿ Should they
be told: “Follow what Allah sent
down”(255), they would say: “Nay,
we would only follow that which
we found our fathers doing”(256);
˹Would they˺ Even if their fathers
were mindless of everything,
nor were they guided? ﴾171﴿ The
similitude of those who Deny
is that of one who howls at that
which does not hear anything
except the calling and yelling(257)—
dumb, deaf, blind, they have no
sense(258). ﴾172﴿ O Believers, eat
of the good things(259) which We
provided for you, and be grateful
to Allah, if you indeed worship
Him ˹alone˺. ﴾173﴿ Indeed He
˹Allah˺ made unlawful for you
carrion, blood(260), swine flesh,
and what was intended ˹as
sacrifice˺ for others besides Allah;
˹yet˺ whoever is forced ˹by
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

Falsely claiming that God made one thing or another either lawful or
unlawful (cf. 7: 27-28, 33-33, 16: 114-116).
Divine revelation. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Cf. 5: 103-104, 31: 20-21 and 37: 69-70.
Like mindless animals that do not discern what is being said to them. They
only recognize shouting and yelling voices—they hear but do not listen.
Their senses are not tuned to Divine admonition.
ÙayyibÉt, healthy and wholesome (cf. 5: 87-88 and 23: 51).
What is unlawful is flowing blood but not the blood captured in vessels after
slaughter, cf. 6: 145. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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necessity˺ – neither transgressing(261)
nor going to excess(262) – he is not
guilty of sin—certainly Allah is
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
﴾174﴿

Indeed those who suppress
what Allah sent down in the
Book and trade it off for a meagre
price, these eat nothing but
fire in their bellies; and on the
Day of Resurrection Allah will
not speak to them, nor will He
purify(263) them—theirs is a painful
Punishment. ﴾175﴿ Those are the
ones who traded off guidance
for loss, and Punishment for
Forgiveness—incredulous
is
(264)
their endurance in the Fire!
﴾176﴿
That is because Allah sent
down the Book with Truth, and
those who differ upon the Book
are in extreme disagreement(265).
﴾177﴿
261
262
263
264

265
266

It is not sincere piety(266)

By eating any of these without being in such a circumstance where one is
hard pressed into it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
Even in pressing circumstances, eating more than what is absolutely
necessary (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
Absolve them of their sins.
God is mocking their ignorance of the severe Punishment that awaits them
in the Hereafter when they will only experience the most excoriating pain
and sufferance (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).
With the Truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The comparison here is made between nominal piety which is shallow and
superficial as opposed to sincere, heart-earned piety which is deep and life
defining. Here, God gives examples of what constitutes sincere piety (birr)
in His Eye, prominent among which are acts of the heart; these are a truer
translation of the Belief that resides in the heart. Aya 177 also comes as a
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that you should turn your faces
towards the East and the West,
but sincere piety ˹is attained by˺
he who: Believes in Allah, the
Last Day(267), the angels, the Book
and the Prophets; gives away
money – dear to one’s heart – to
kinfolk, orphans, the destitute,
the stranded(268), beggars, and
by way of ˹freeing˺ necks(269);
keeps up the Prayer and gives
out the prescribed alms(270);
those who fulfil the pledges
they make, persevere in times
of hardship and vicissitude, and
during toughness(271); these are
the ones who are truthful, these
are the ones who are truly
Mindful.

267
268

269
270
271

prelude paving the way to the laws (Divine prescriptions for the Believing
community) that are introduced in Ayas 178-209: retribution, distribution
of inheritance, fasting, fighting, fair financial dealings and Hajj. All these
laws are hard for people whose piety is not genuine but rather feigned. For
those who have entered into the sphere of Faith wholly and wholeheartedly
(Aya 209), however, this is not so.
That comes after Resurrection.
The Qur’an uses the expression ‘the son of the road’ (ibn al-sabÊl), for those
who are left without means whilst travelling, being away from home, and
those who can extend a helping hand in such times of need.
Manumitting slaves from bondage and/or ransoming those to be executed
for unintentional manslaughter by donating blood money.
That is Zakah.
The meaning of al-ba’sÉ’ is not specified in this aya and can be varyingly
translated according to the stand the translator takes. al-ShinqÊÏÊ gives
reference to Aya 33:18, and opines here that it means heated or ardent
fighting in battle (cf. also al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾178﴿

O Believers, retribution(272) for
the murdered is prescribed for you:
the free for the free, the slave for
the slave, and the female for the
female. Whoever is pardoned by a
brother(273) ˹of the dead˺, let it(274) be
sought with lenience, and given
courteously. This is an alleviation
and mercy from your Lord;
whoever aggresses(275) after this
˹settlement˺ will have a painful
Punishment. ﴾179﴿ Verily there is a
life(276) for you in retribution, you
people of reason, so that you may
be Mindful.
﴾180﴿

It is prescribed for you that
when death approaches one of
you, and that he would leave
behind a good wealth, he should
bequeath of it to his parents and
relatives equitably(277). This is
an obligation on the Mindful.
﴾181﴿
Whoever alters it(278) after hearing
it, then those who alter it will bear
the burden of this sin. Indeed
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
272

273
274
275
276
277
278

QiÎÉÎ, translated here as retribution, is exacting justice on one who commits
a crime in a manner equal to the crime committed. In the Qur’an it is
associated with either murder or causing bodily harm. The person who
commits such a crime is punished in like manner: killing or injury and,
thus, an eye for an eye.
The living relative who takes charge of the victim’s affairs. Usually the brother.
Blood money. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ)
By harming the murderer.
This exacting of due justice on murderers works as a deterrent and
guarantees the whole society a peaceful and equitable way of existence.
The distribution of inheritance should be fair and even.
The will of the deceased.
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﴾182﴿

Whoever fears a swerving
from the right path or sin on the
part of the testator(279), and he
settles matters between them(280),
he will be committing no sin.
Indeed Allah is All-Forgiving,
Most Merciful.
﴾183﴿

O Believers, fasting is
prescribed for you as it was
prescribed on those who came
before you, so that you might be
Mindful. ﴾184﴿ ˹It lasts˺ For days
numbered(281); but whoever of
you is ill or on a journey, ˹should
make up for the missed days by
fasting˺ equally on other days.
For those who can bear it(282), they
can compensate by providing for
the needy; whoever does good
voluntarily(283), it is better for him,
but fasting is better for you, if
you only knew. ﴾185﴿ The month
of Ramadan in which the Qur’an
279

280
281
282

283

Ensuring that the testator is neither intentionally nor unintentionally unfair
or inequitable by giving out to a non-legal inheritor more than a third of the
total inheritance (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
By making just and fair adjustments to the will such that disputes are
avoided (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
The days of the month of Ramadan. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn
ÑÓshËr)
This license is said to have been in force during the earlier days of Islam but
was abrogated by the next aya which limits it to the ill and travelling. The
ruling that remains is: “Whom of you witnesses the month let him fast it”.
(Cf. Ibn ×azm, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh, p. 26.)
By giving the needy more than the quantity stipulated by jurists as
compensation for leaving out days of mandatory fasting, or feeding more
than one person. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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was sent down(284) as guidance
for mankind, ˹containing˺ clear
indicators of guidance and a criterion
˹for distinguishing between right
and wrong˺. Whoever of you
witnesses the month let him fast it;
˹but˺ whoever of you is ailing or on
a journey, ˹should make up for the
missed days by fasting˺ equally on
other days—Allah seeks ease not
hardship for you, so that you may
complete the ˹prescribed˺ number
of days, and Glorify(285) Allah in
thankfulness for His Guidance
of you, this so that you might be
thankful. ﴾186﴿ Should My servants
ask you about Me, I am(286) near. I
answer the Prayer of the one who
prays. Let them ˹then˺ respond to
Me and Believe in Me so that they
might be guided. ﴾187﴿ It is lawful for
you to be intimate with your wives
on nights of fasting; they are a cover
˹of modesty˺ for you and you are a
cover for them. Allah knows that
you used to betray yourselves(287),
284

285
286

287

This either means that the Qur’an was sent down from the Preserved
Tablet (al-LawÍ al-MaÍfËÐ) to the Lowest Heaven (al-SamÉ’ al-DunyÉ)
on the Night of Decree (Laylat al-Qadr) during the month of Ramadan (cf.
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-QurÏubÊ); or that the start of the revelation of the
Qur’an to Prophet Muhammad (g) began on the Night of Decree (cf. Ibn
IsÍÉq, Ibn al-JawzÊ, ZÉd al MasÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
By saying the TakbÊr of Eid (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏui, Ibn KathÊr).
God takes on the answer directly to His servants without the need for
intercession. God’s nearness means that one need not raise one’s voice or
ask for intercession for God to hear one’s Prayers and answer them.
‘Betraying’ themselves by flouting an earlier observance whereby they
were not intimate with their wives during the whole month of Ramadan (cf.
al-BukhÉrÊ: 4508).
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˹yet˺ He accepted your repentance
and forgave you. Now you may
lie down with them and seek what
Allah wrote for you(288). Eat and
drink until the white thread of
dawn(289) can be discerned from the
black thread ˹of night˺(290); then you
have to carry on fasting until nighttime. Do not lie down with them
while you confine yourselves(291) to
mosques—these are the boundaries
of Allah, steer away from them.
Like so Allah explains His Signs to
people, that they might be Mindful.
﴾188﴿

Do not devour each other’s
property unlawfully, nor offer
them to the rulers(292), so that
you may eat up a portion of
the property of others sinfully,
knowingly. ﴾189﴿ They ask you
about the crescents(293); say:
“They are indicators of timings
for people and Pilgrimage”.
It is not sincere piety that you
approach houses from the back(294),
288
289
290
291
292
293

294

Namely, children. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The light of dawn.
Cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 1954 and Muslim: 1100.
IÑtikÉf is confining oneself to a mosque for a certain period of time with the
intention of getting closer to God and dedicating oneself to His worship.
Offer bribes to those who rule in cases of litigation, i.e. judges. (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The phases of the moon and how, unlike the sun, it changes with the
passage of time. The answer came that through these changes and phases
people would be able to know the times of fasting, Hajj, women’s periods
of waiting, etc. (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
It was an Arab habit, except for the Quraysh, during the period before
Islam to enter their houses from the back after donning the iÍrÉm for
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but sincere piety is that who is
Mindful. Approach the houses
from their ˹front˺ doors(295) and be
Mindful of Allah, so that you may
be successful.
﴾190﴿

Fight in the path of Allah
those who fight you and do not
transgress(296)—surely Allah likes
not the transgressors. ﴾191﴿ Kill
them wherever you find them(297),
and drive them out from where
they drove you out(298)—surely
trial(299) is more grievous than
killing. Do not fight them in
the Sacred Mosque until they
fight you in it, and if they fight
you, kill them; this is the ˹just˺
requital of the Deniers. ﴾192﴿ ˹But˺
If they desist, then Allah is surely
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

295

296

297
298
299

Ñumrah or Hajj thinking that this was an act of obedience. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
This is by way of inducing them to break with groundless old habits, and
embrace a whole new perspective regarding what a true relationship with
God is supposed to be. A reminder of what sincere piety (birr) really is; not
outward and contrived but rather inward and sincere (cf. 2: 177).
Do not overlook the rulings prescribed for fighting. Among these are not
killing or harming women, children, the elderly and those who did not
aid, by any means, the fight against the Believers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ)
The Deniers who raised arms against the Believers. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ,
Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The land, Makkah, from which the Muslims had been expelled. (al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Fitnah comes from the root f-t-n which means to test and try; the pagans
of Makkah subjected the Muslims to the harshest treatment and, at times,
outright torture to drive them, and whoever might be tempted to join them,
away from Islam.
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﴾193﴿

Fight them until there is no
trial(300), and the religion becomes
sincerely Allah’s own. If they
desist, only the wrongdoers shall
be transgressed against. ﴾194﴿ The
sacrosanct month(301) is by way of
˹replacement for˺ the sacrosanct
month(302); ˹violation of ˺ what is
prohibited is repayable. Whoever
transgresses against you, transgress
against them as much as they did
and be Mindful of Allah and know
that Allah is with the Mindful.
﴾195﴿
Spend in the path of Allah(303),
do not throw yourselves into ˹utter˺
ruin(304), and perfect ˹your deeds˺—
surely Allah likes those who perfect.
﴾196﴿

Fulfil Pilgrimage and lesser
pilgrimage(305) perfectly(306) for
Allah, but if you are impeded(307)
300
301

302

303
304
305
306
307

Forcing Muslims out of their religion.
al-Ashhur al-×urum, lit. the sacrosanct months, in which it was agreed that
no fighting was permissible: namely, al-MuÍarram, Rajab, DhË al-QiÑdah,
DhË al-×ijjah.
According to al-SaÑdÊ this has two meanings. Firstly, if they fight you
during a sacrosanct month then fight them back (cf. also al-WÉÍidÊ,
al-WajÊz). Secondly, God rewarded His Prophet (g) for not fighting during
the sacrosanct month of DhË al-QiÑdah in the sixth year of Hijrah when he
wanted to perform Ñumrah but was turned away by the pagans, by enabling
him to perform it (in what is known as ÑUmrat al-QaÌÉ’) during the same
month of the following year (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).
Raise the necessary funds to prepare for such a just fight (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
By not making the necessary preparations (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
ÑUmrah.
Upholding and closely observing the rites of these two great forms of worship.
If your journey was prevented by an enemy or an illness, or by whatever
forceful reason.
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then ˹slaughter˺ whatever offering
is affordable(308). Do not shave
your heads(309) until the offerings
reach their allotted location
˹of slaughter˺; ˹yet˺ whoever
of you is ill or suffers from his
head(310), let him compensate for
it by fasting, giving charity, or
slaughtering ˹for Allah˺. If you
feel secure(311), then those who
enjoy ˹a repose˺(312) from minor
pilgrimage until Pilgrimage,
˹they are to compensate by
sacrificing˺ whatever offering
is affordable; ˹but˺ whoever
could not ˹afford an offering˺,
let him fast three days during
Hajj and seven when you
return(313): these are ten complete.
308

309

310

311
312

313

al-Hady, lit. sacrificial animals gifted to God. The term is limited to those
animals intended for slaughter during Hajj or Ñumrah. Otherwise, they are
called uÌÍiyah, simply sacrifice.
Shaving the head is prohibited for those who embark upon Hajj or Ñumrah.
This is why it is used here to mean that: you will not relieve yourselves of
the prohibitions of these rites. That is until you sacrifice the hady. The place
of slaughter for those who were cut short would be the spot they managed
to reach, but for those who completed their rites it would be within the
sanctified (Íaram) area of Makkah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).
Those who are inflicted with head ailments, like a rash or lice, are allowed
to shave their heads, or shorten their hair while still in a state of iÍrÉm,
given that they make up for it by fasting three days, feeding six of the poor
(each with half a ÎÉÑ), or sacrificing a goat for the poor of the Sanctified
Mosque (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
If hindrances no longer exist.
A relaxation period extending from the time of performing Ñumrah – during
the months of Hajj – until the coming of the Hajj days, in which one enjoys
what is forbidden for those in a state of iÍrÉm.
To your homes.
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This ˹ruling applies˺ to those whose
family(314) do not reside around(315)
the
Sanctified
Mosque—be
Mindful of Allah and know that
Allah’s Punishment is severe.
﴾197﴿
Hajj is ˹due during˺ known
months(316) and whoever takes on
himself to perform Hajj, let him
hold back from intimate acts,
sinning and quarrelling; whatever
good you do Allah knows about it.
Provide for yourselves(317), indeed
the best provision is Mindfulness,
so be Mindful of Me, you people
of reason. ﴾198﴿ You will not be
sinning should you seek bounty(318)
from your Lord, and as you press
on ˹returning˺ from ÑArafÉt,
mention Allah(319) at the Inviolable
Symbol(320) and mention Him
as He guided you; for indeed
before it(321) you were truly astray.
314
315

316
317

318
319
320
321

That is, the pilgrims’ places of permanent residence.
These are either the ones who reside within the radius of the Sanctified
Mosque at a distance in which Prayers are not shortened (qaÎr) (cf.
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ), or, in particular, only those who
are residents of the sanctified area (Íaram) surrounding the Mosque (cf. Ibn
ÑUthaymÊn).
These are Shawwal, DhË al-QiÑdah, and the first ten days of DhË al-×ijjah.
The reason for this aya’s revelation is as mentioned by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (): “The
people of Yemen used to come for Hajj without providing themselves with
supplies, saying: “We are the Reliant ˹on God˺”. But when they reached
Makkah they used to solicit provisions from people”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1523)
By trading. (WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdi, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Engage in dhikr, Prayers and Praying.
al-MashÑar al-×arÉm is Muzdalifah. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
God’s Guidance of you to the correct Abrahamic rites of Hajj. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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﴾199﴿

Then set forth(322) from
where people set forth, and seek
Allah’s forgiveness(323)—indeed
He is the All-Pardoning, Most
Merciful. ﴾200﴿ When you are
done with your devotional rites
mention Allah as much as you
mention your fathers(324) even more
passionately. Some people would
say: “Our Lord give us in this
worldly life”, having no share in
the Hereafter; ﴾201﴿ ˹yet˺ some of
them(325) say: “Our Lord, give us
what is good in this worldly life
and what is good in the Hereafter,
and spare us the Punishment
of the Fire”(326). ﴾202﴿ Those(327) are
the ones who have a share of
what they earned(328); surely
Allah is swift in reckoning(329).
322

323
324

325
326

327
328
329

The addressees are the Quraysh who, known as al-Íums, held back from
going to ÑArafÉt and instead remained in Muzdalifah. Being the guardians
and the tenders of the Holy Sanctuary they considered themselves a station
above others, but after the advent of Islam, this command remedied the
situation (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).
That is istighfÉr (seeking forgiveness) for any shortcomings during the
performance of Hajj.
The Arabs were, particularly at that juncture in history, very fond of talking
without end at almost any social interaction, about the chivalric and heroic
deeds of their forefathers.
These are the ones who are well-guided.
This supplication (RabbanÉ ÉtinÉ fÊ al-dunyÉ Íasanah wa fÊ al-Ékhirati
Íasanah wa qinÉ ÑadhÉb an-nÉr) contains all that is good and desirable by
humans. Hence why, as found in al-BukhÉrÊ (6389) and Muslim (2690), it
is the supplication prayed most often by the Prophet (g).
The ones who supplicate with this Prayer. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
The good deeds that they did.
Repayment. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn)
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Mention Allah in ˹these˺
numbered
days(330);
whoever
hastens ˹departure˺ in two days(331)
will not be sinning, and whoever
stays behind(332) will not be sinning,
for those who were Mindful(333)—
be Mindful of Allah and know that
you will be gathered unto Him.
﴾203﴿

﴾204﴿

Of people are those(334) whose
talk about this worldly life(335) you
are drawn to, calling Allah to
bear witness to what is in his
heart, while he is the bitterest of
adversaries(336). ﴾205﴿ When he turns
away ˹from you˺ he sets about
the land to sow corruption and
devastate tillage and progeny(337)—
surely Allah likes not corruption.
330

331
332
333
334
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People are encouraged to mention God in the form of TakbÊr abundantly
during the days of TashrÊq: 11, 12 and 13 of DhË al-×ijjah (al-QurÏubÊ notes
that exegetes unanimously agree on this).
That is before the sun sets on the second day, 12 DhË al-×ijjah. (al-WÉÍidÊ,
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ)
To depart on the next day.
During their Hajj. (al-ÙabarÊ)
With their eloquent talk, the hypocrites (cf. 63: 1-4), whose Faith is
insincere, had won the Prophet’s (g) attention (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). The moral here is that it is not sweet talk and hollow
words that define a real Believer but rather sincerity and selfless actions
that lead to such a lofty status.
With regards to worldly matters.
ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “The worst of men in the Sight
of Allah is the bitter adversary” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3178, Muslim: 58). This is one of
the four traits of a sheer hypocrite. The other three being: telling lies, breaking
promises and betraying pledges (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 2457, Muslim: 2668).
Crops and offspring. Sowing corruption in the land by spreading Denial,
acts of rebelliousness against God and injustice will surely cause disruption
in the balance of life and may bring about God’s punishment of withholding
rain, the source of the very element of life, water, thus causing ruination and
death (cf. 7: 96 and 30: 41). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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﴾206﴿

When it is said to him: “Be
Mindful of Allah!” Sinful conceit
gets the better of him—will
Hellfire not be enough for him!
Indeed it is the worst of beds.
﴾207﴿
˹While˺ Among people
are those who sell themselves(338)
seeking the Pleasure of Allah—
indeed Allah is Most Kind to His
servants.
﴾208﴿

O Believers, enter into
Submission wholly(339) and do not
follow the footsteps of Satan—
indeed he is for you an open
enemy. ﴾209﴿ Shall you slip(340) after
clear evidences have come to
you, then know that Allah is AllPrevailing, All-Wise. ﴾210﴿ Do they
expect ˹nothing˺ but that Allah
comes to them in shadows of
clouds along with the angels; ˹lo!˺
the affair is settled and to Allah
all affairs are returned(341).
338
339

340
341

Give away their lives.
Embrace Islam to the fullest, following all its commandments
wholeheartedly (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim, Ibn KathÊr). The word
employed here is silm rather than islÉm. The meaning of silm is to make
peace, submit and unrestrainedly surrender to the Will of God, all of which
captures the underlying and essential meaning of islÉm (cf. Ibn Qutaybah,
GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).
The imagery of losing one’s footing and firm step, shows in a concrete way
how it looks to backslide from the right path while knowing it.
On the Day of Judgement God comes in the shadows of clouds to pass
judgement on His creation. He condemns to Hellfire those who slip away
from the path that He has clearly shown through His Books and Messengers
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾211﴿

Ask the Children of Israel how
many a clear Sign We have given
them! But whoever exchanges the
bounty of Allah ˹for Denial(342)˺ after
it came to him, ˹will come to know˺
that Allah is severe in Punishment.
﴾212﴿
The worldly life is prettified
for the Deniers; they ridicule those
who Believe; ˹but˺ the Mindful
are indeed above them on the Day
of Judgement(343)—Allah showers
with favours whom He wills
without account(344). ﴾213﴿ Mankind
was one nation(345), then Allah sent
the Prophets bearing good tidings
and cautioning, and He sent down
with them the Book(346) with Truth
so as to arbitrate between people
in what they dispute over. It(347)
was only disputed over by those
to whom it was given after the
clear Signs came to them, out of
contravention one against the other.
342
343
344
345

346
347

Cf. 14: 28-29.
Cf. 83: 29-36.
The Mindful will be entered into Paradise; the greatest ‘favour’ from God
(cf. 7: 49). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Ibn ÑAbbÉs () narrated: “The time between Adam and Noah was ten
centuries. Throughout these, people were on the right path of God, but
then they started disputing ˹over matters of faith˺. So, God sent Prophets
bearing glad tiding and cautioning”. (al-×Ékim, al-Mustadrak: 2:546, cf.
also al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Revealed Scriptures which contain Truthful news and fair commands.
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
The Truth as found in their respective Scriptures (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The plight of humans, especially those who lack true
sincerity and thereby humbleness, is such that the more knowledge they
possess, the more haughty and disputatious they become.
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But Allah leads the Believers to
the Truth, which they disputed
over, with His Will—Allah
guides those He wills to a straight
path. ﴾214﴿ Or you think that you
will enter Paradise without the
example of those who came
before(348) comes to pass you!
They were touched by turmoil and
affliction, and fiercely shaken(349),
until the Prophet(350) and those
who Believed with him exclaim:
“When is Allah’s victory?”—
verily Allah’s victory is ever near.
They ask you ˹Muhammad˺
what they should spend(351);
say: “Whatever good(352) you
spend ˹is to be˺ on your parents,
relatives, orphans, the needy, and
the stranded”—whatever good
you do Allah knows about it.
﴾216﴿
Fighting is prescribed for
you, as much as you hate it; might
you hate a thing which is good for
you and might you love a thing
which is evil for you—Allah
knows and you do not know.
﴾215﴿

348
349
350
351

352

True Believers in earlier God-revealed religions. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ)
The road to Paradise is not paved with roses. As with all great destinations,
it can only be reached through difficulty (cf. 3: 142, 29: 2-3).
Any of the previous Prophets.
They ask what, how much and in what way should they spend in the cause
of God (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Ayas 215-220 list some of the hardships
and trials that the Believers were to face: spending their money, fighting
enemies, abstaining from intoxicants and gambling, and dealing carefully
with the wealth of those whom they had guardianship over.
Money earned from lawful means.
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﴾217﴿

They(353) ask you about the
sacrosanct month ˹whether there is˺
fighting during it! Say: “Fighting in
it is grave”; ˹but˺ turning ˹people˺
away from the path of Allah,
Denying Him and ˹preventing
access to˺ the Sanctified Mosque,
and driving its people away from
it are graver before Allah—
surely trial(354) is more grievous
than killing. They will keep on
fighting you until they turn you
back from your religion, if they
could. Whoever of you reneges on
his religion and dies Denying, the
deeds of these are nullified in this
worldly life and in the Hereafter—
these are the company of the
Fire, forever they abide therein.
﴾218﴿
Those who Believe and those
who migrated and fought in the
cause of Allah; these are ˹rightly˺
hopeful of Allah’s Mercy—
Allah is All-Forgiving, Most
Merciful. ﴾219﴿ They ask you about
intoxicants and gambling; say:
“There is a great sin in both, and
˹some˺ benefits to people”, but their
sin is greater than their benefit(355).
353

354

355

The Deniers asked this question intending to scorn the Prophet (g) for what
they saw as breaking an oath when a group of Believers unknowingly killed
a Denier during a sacrosanct month (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-NasÉ’Ê,
al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 8803).
These trials and tribulations (fitnah) that the Deniers subjected the Believers
to are far graver than unknowingly killing a single Denier during a sacrosanct
month (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍÌÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
‘Benefits’ are mentioned only way of preparing the then newly-formed
Muslim community for the total prohibition of intoxicants and gambling
which was to come (cf. 5: 90-91).
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They ask you what they should
spend(356); say: “the surplus(357)”.
Like so Allah makes clear to
you the Signs so that you may
contemplate, ﴾220﴿ this worldly life
and the Hereafter. They ask you
about orphans(358); say: “Nurturing
them is best(359), and that you
should intermix with them; they
are your brothers”. Allah knows
those who reform and those who
corrupt(360). Had He willed, He
would have made it onerous(361)
on you—surely Allah is AllPrevailing, All-Wise.
﴾221﴿

Do not marry Associating
females unless they Believe;
indeed a Believing slave female
is better than an Associator(362),
though you might like her.
356
357
358

359
360
361

362

In God’s cause.
al-ÑAfw is what is more than necessary to sustain you. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
ÑÓshËr)
That is looking after orphans’ affairs, especially their money (cf. 4: 10). So,
God willed that a Muslim’s duty towards orphans in that person’s custody
is, firstly, to have their best interests in mind. Knowing that not mixing
orphans’ and a custodian’s money is a difficult task (cf. AbË DÉwËd: 2871,
AÍmad: 3002) given the latter pays for the former’s living expenses from
it, God gave permission for this but with a forewarning that the guardian
should be Mindful of Him in this regard.
Taking care of orphans’ inheritances and looking after them. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-SaÑdÊ)
Regarding the affairs of orphans and their finances.
By making taking care of orphans’ finances particularly tough in not
allowing their guardians to mix their money with that of their custodians.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The Arabic term is mushrik, meaning one who associates other deities with
God in worship.
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Do not marry ˹your women˺ to
Associators; indeed a Believing
slave male is better than an
Associator, though you might
like him. These invite to Fire,
and Allah invites to Paradise and
forgiveness by His permission,
and He makes His Signs clear
to people so that they may
remember. ﴾222﴿ They ask you
about menstruation; say: “It is
harm(363)”. So keep away from
women during menstruation(364),
and do not approach them(365) until
they become purified(366). When
they purify themselves(367) come
to them from where Allah has
instructed you(368). Verily Allah
likes those who repeatedly
repent and those who purify
themselves. ﴾223﴿ Your women
are cultivating fields for you(369),
so come to your cultivating
fields the way you want(370),
363

364

365
366
367
368
369
370

This is a literal translation for the word used, namely, adhÉ. It could also
mean something which is hateful as it causes discomfort (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
AbË ×Étim).
When asked by the Muslims, who saw the Jews of Madinah avoiding
their women completely during menstruation, the Prophet (g) said: “Do
everything except intercourse”. (Muslim: 302)
Sexually in the vagina. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
That is until their periods end. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
By washing themselves. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Have vaginal intercourse with them in a state of purity. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
In as much as you sow your seeds into their wombs in expectance of yield.
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
In whatever position, given that intercourse takes place in the vagina.
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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and send ˹something good˺ ahead
for yourselves(371); and be Mindful
of Allah and know that you will
meet Him—and give glad tidings
to the Believers.
﴾224﴿

Do not make your oaths in the
Name of Allah a hindrance from
you doing good(372), being Mindful
and amending affairs between
people—verily Allah is All-Hearing,
All-Knowing. ﴾225﴿ Allah will
not hold you accountable for
careless swearing ˹by Him˺(373),
but He will hold you accountable
for what your hearts have
earned(374)—Allah is All-Forgiving,
All-Forbearing. ﴾226﴿ Those who
vow against their women, there
shall be a waiting period of four
months(375). But if they go back
˹on their oath˺, then Allah is
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
371
372

373
374
375

Do good deeds that will be of use to you in the Hereafter. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
That is, do not make your oaths in God’s Name not to do something which
is enjoined and commendable stop you from doing it because you fear that
you will be breaking that oath. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Unintentionally saying: “Yes, by God”, or: “No, by God”. (al-BukhÉrÊ:
6663)
That is, a person intentionally lies and yet swears by God that he is telling
the truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
This is the act of ÊlÉ’; vowing not to have intercourse with one’s wife with
the purpose of punishing her. Four months is the maximum time limit
allowed for this state of affairs to go on. Otherwise, the husband who took
such a vow needs to either get things back to normal, in which case he does
not need to make up for breaking his vow and is forgiven by God, or else he
should conclude the divorce and no longer hurt his wife (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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But if they are resolved
on divorce, then Allah is
All-Hearing,
All-Knowing.
﴾228﴿
Divorced women must wait
for three courses(376). It is unlawful
for them to conceal what Allah
created in their wombs(377), if
˹truly˺ they Believe in Allah and
the Hereafter. Their husbands
have more right to take them
back if they ˹truly˺ mean to mend
matters(378). For them ˹women˺ is
as much as there is ˹expected˺ of
them(379), as per what is ˹socially˺
agreed(380); men have a degree
above them(381)—verily Allah
is All-Prevailing, All-Wise.
﴾229﴿
Divorce is for two times(382);
376

377
378
379
380

381

382

ThalÉthata qurË’ is either three menstrual cycles, or three clean intervals
after menstruation before a divorced woman can remarry. This is so as to
ensure that no pregnancy has taken place. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
That is to conceal pregnancy during their waiting period (Ñiddah), with the
intention of concluding the divorce.
Should they wish to reconcile. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
Their rights and duties are the same as men’s. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
The word maÑrËf, lit. the known, translated here as socially agreed, is
recurrent over the next few ayas that deal with marital affairs. Social norms
that are in agreement with Islamic laws come to bear on settling disputes
of marriage and marital life, but the judgement of this is left for people of
good reason and thorough knowledge, given that they intend to safeguard
the sanctity of this bond.
al-ShinqÊÏÊ is of the opinion that this is explained by Aya 4: 34: “Men are
in charge of women, because Allah favoured one over the other and of the
money they ˹men˺ spend ”.
A man is only allowed to divorce his wife and then take her back twice.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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either hold them in agreeably(383)
or let ˹them˺ go gracefully. It is
unlawful to you ˹men˺ to take
back anything of what you gave
them ˹your wives˺(384), unless
they ˹husband and wife˺ fear not
upholding Allah’s boundaries(385);
but if you(386) fear that they would
not uphold Allah’s boundaries,
she would not be sinning in
˹choosing˺ whatever she redeems
herself for(387). These are the
boundaries of Allah—whoever
oversteps the boundaries of
Allah is among the transgressors.
﴾230﴿
But if he divorces her(388), she
becomes unlawful for him unless
she marries another husband. If
he(389) ˹then˺ divorces her, they will
not be sinning to go back ˹to each
other˺(390); should they know that they
would uphold Allah’s boundaries.
383
384
385

386
387
388
389
390

By being kind and nice to them, in accordance with agreed social norms,
whilst they are under your roofs.
Dowry and gifts.
Here ÍudËd AllÉh (God’s boundaries) means His commands regarding
marital rights. A wife who seeks divorce because she does not feel
affectionate towards, or just hates, her husband, in turn, alienates him by
not fulfilling his rights, can, thus, compensate him for this. In this way, he
is allowed to take the money in exchange for conceding to her demand for
divorce (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).
The ones who are brought to pass judgement on the case.
That is giving the husband an agreed sum of the money she received from
him as dowry or gifts, in order to make him divorce her.
For a third time. (al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The other husband.
Going back to her earlier husband if the divorce from her subsequent
husband is sealed.
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These are the boundaries of
Allah, which He makes clear
to those who know. ﴾231﴿ If you
divorce women ˹revocably˺
and they complete their time(391),
either hold them in agreeably or
let them go agreeably. Do not
hold them in(392) by way of hurt
to transgress ˹against them˺(393);
whoever does that will be doing
himself injustice. Do not ridicule
the Signs of Allah and remember
the bounty of Allah and the Book
and Wisdom that He sent down
to you to caution you with; be
Mindful of Allah and know that
Allah Knows everything. ﴾232﴿ If
you divorce women ˹revocably˺
and they complete their time, do
not ˹you guardians˺ forbid them
to reunite with their husbands,
should they agree between
themselves in keeping with what
is ˹socially˺ acceptable. With
this are admonished those who
Believe in Allah and the Last Day;
this is more dignified for you and
purer—Allah Knows and you do
not know.
391
392
393

Waiting period (Ñiddah) as explained in the previous ayas.
Deciding to keep the wife and not conclude divorce.
To harm them by prolonging an agonizing waiting period, holding them
back from marrying other husbands or forcing them into seeking separation
and, in the process, financially compensating the current husband for it.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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﴾233﴿

Mothers(394) should nurse their
infants for two complete years,
˹this is˺ for those who wish to fulfil
˹the complete term of ˺ nursing.
The one to whom the child was
born(395), has to provide for them
and clothe them, in keeping with
what is ˹socially˺ acceptable; no
soul should bear a burden that is
beyond its capability. No mother
should be made to suffer using
her infant, nor should a father.
The same is incumbent on the
˹father’s˺ heir(396). Should they ˹the
father and mother˺ seek weaning
˹the infant˺, in agreement and
by consultation between them,
there is no sin on them(397). If you
want to hire a wet nurse for your
infants, then there is no sin on
you if you pay what you agree
on, in keeping with what is
socially acceptable—be Mindful
of Allah, and know that Allah
is All-Seeing of what you do.
﴾234﴿
Those of you who pass away
leaving behind wives, let them
˹the widows˺ remain waiting
for four months and ten days.
394

395
396

397

The majority of the rightly-guided predecessors are of the opinion that
‘mothers’ here means divorced mothers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim,
Ibn ÑÓshËr).
The father.
In case of the father’s death, the person who takes over responsibility after
him has to provide for the nursing mother in the same way. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
That is if they come to an agreement to wean the infant before the two-year
period of nursing has finished. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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When they finish their term(398),
you are not to blame for what
they ˹choose to˺ do with
themselves, in keeping with
what is acceptable(399)—Allah
is Knowledgeable of what you
do. ﴾235﴿ You will not be sinning
should you allude to a marriage
proposal to women(400), or that
you keep this to yourselves(401).
Allah knows that you will keep
on thinking about them, but do
not promise them secretly, unless
you say what is acceptable(402), and
do not tie the knot of marriage
during the waiting period, ˹but
wait˺ until the term has elapsed.
Know that Allah knows what you
tell yourselves and be cautious
of Him—know that Allah is
All-Forgiving, All-Forbearing.
﴾236﴿
You will not be sinning should
you divorce women whom you
did not touch ˹yet˺ nor committed
yourselves to by stating a sum ˹of
dowry˺. Bestow on them, the welloff according to his means and
the poor according to his means,
in keeping with what is ˹socially˺
398

399
400
401
402

This waiting period is known as Ñiddah. During these four months and
ten days the widow is not to remarry. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
A social norm that entails keeping within the dictates of Islam.
The widowed and irrevocably divorced.
Having the intention.
That is, only an implication of marriage is acceptable during the waiting
period but not a direct statement of marriage intent.
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acceptable(403)—this is a duty on
the well-doers. ﴾237﴿ If you divorce
them before touching them,
but you committed yourselves
to paying a sum ˹of dowry˺ to
them(404), ˹pay them˺ half of what
you committed yourselves to,
unless they ˹the wives˺ waive ˹the
due sum˺ or in whose hand the
marriage knot(405) is waives ˹it˺.
That you should waive is closer to
Mindfulness, and do not overlook
kindness among yourselves—
verily Allah is All-Seeing of
what you do. ﴾238﴿ Observe the
Prayers(406) – and ˹especially˺ the
middle Prayer(407) – and rise for
Allah ˹consistently˺ devoutly.
403

404

405
406

407

By way of consolation, it is a duty on the husband who divorces a woman
before marriage is consummated, by getting in bed with her, or before a
certain sum of money as dowry has been stated, to give her a present which
would, according to social norm, make it up to her. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ,
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
This is the ruling regarding divorce that takes place before coupling has
taken place between the divorcees, but in which the husband has already
committed himself to paying a certain amount as a dowry, thus showing his
firm intention of marriage. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The wife’s representative.
The five mandatory daily Prayers (al-ØalawÉt al-khams) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Prayers are mentioned in the midst of marital
affair rulings, because of the hurtful and hard feelings divorce can leave in its
wake. Hence, people are reminded of the Hereafter—by virtue of being vigilant
in their Prayers. Their observance of these rulings and whereby they should
not ‘overlook kindness’ among themselves is made surer by this reminder of
accountability. Prayer in another aya is a deterrent against overindulgence:
“Verily Prayer admonishes against vileness and loathsome acts” (29: 45), (cf.
al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).
The third, middle Prayer; namely, ÎalÉt al-ÑaÎr. This aya shows how
particularly meritorious this Prayer is. (al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr
al-MaÎËn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar)
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But if you become fearful(408),
then ˹perform Prayers whether you
are˺ on foot or mounted, yet when
your fears ease, mention Allah
as He taught you that which you
had no knowledge of. ﴾240﴿ Those
of you who pass away leaving
behind wives, let them ˹state in a˺
will for their wives a maintenance
for a year without expelling them
˹from their homes˺(409), but if they
leave ˹their homes˺ you are not to
blame for what they ˹choose to˺
do with themselves, in keeping
with what is acceptable—surely
Allah is All-Prevailing, All-Wise.
﴾241﴿
˹Likewise˺ for the divorced
women a maintenance ˹is due˺ in
keeping with what is ˹socially˺
agreed—this is a duty on the
Mindful. ﴾242﴿ Like so, Allah
explains to you His Signs(410) so that
you might become aware ˹of them˺.
﴾243﴿

Have you not seen those
who fled their homelands in
their thousands in fear of death,
408

409

410

Of an imminent danger, enemies and the like, which would be cause enough
for you not to perform Prayers in the given strict manner (cf. al-ÙabarÊ,
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
The majority of exegetes are of the opinion that the ruling of this aya was
abrogated by Aya 2: 234: “Those of you who pass away leaving behind
wives, let them ˹the widows˺ remain waiting for four months and ten
days”. (al-NaÍÍÉs, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh, Ibn ×azm, al-NÉsikh wa
al-MansËkh, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
In such a way, the ayas clearly spell out rulings and regulations so that
people become fully aware of them and apply them in their lives. (al-ÙabarÊ,
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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whereupon Allah said to them:
“Die!” Then He brought them
back to life(411). Indeed Allah is
bountiful to people, but most of
them are thankless. ﴾244﴿ Fight
˹then Believers˺ in the path
of Allah and know that Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
﴾245﴿
Would there be one who
loans Allah a comely loan(412), so
that Allah would multiply it for
him manifold—Allah tightens
and loosens(413), and unto Him you
shall return.
﴾246﴿

Have you not seen the
notables among the Children of
Israel, after ˹the time of ˺ Moses,
when they said to a Prophet of
theirs: “Point out a king for us so
that we may fight in the path of
Allah”. He said to them: “Would
you then – should fighting be
prescribed for you – not fight?”
411

412

413

Prophet Muhammad (g), and Believers at large, are told, in a very subtle,
edifying manner, of the story of a certain people who, because of fear of
annihilation, fled their town in droves, thus thinking that they would outdo
God’s Will. In order to show them that they could not escape His Judgement
and make them realize His bountiful favours, God took their lives to show
them that He is capable of bringing about their worst fears, only then to give
them their lives back again.
al-QarÌ al-Íasan is spending in the cause of Allah in expectation of
nothing but His reward. As much as Believers are encouraged to fight in
the path of God and are strongly reminded that they cannot escape death,
they are also encouraged to spend out of their wealth, not expecting any
return in the process, to arm fighting Believers (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They are
equally and strongly reminded that it is God alone Who makes people rich
or poor (cf. 2: 261-262).
Making people rich or poor. (al-ÙabarÊ)
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They said: “Why would we not
fight in the path of Allah when we
were expelled from our lands and
˹bereft of ˺ our children(414)?” When
fighting was mandated upon
them, they took to their heels,
except a few—Allah is surely AllKnowing of the unjust. ﴾247﴿ ˹At
that˺ Their Prophet said to them:
“Allah has pointed out ÙÉlËt(415) as
a king for you”. They said: “How
come he becomes a king over us
when we are more deserving of
kingship than him; he ˹even˺ has
no vast wealth?” He said: “Allah
has favoured him above you and
made him deeply knowledgeable
and physically imposing”. Allah
grants kingship to whomever
He wills—verily Allah is AllEncompassing,
All-Knowing.
﴾248﴿
Their Prophet said to them:
“The sign of his ˹rightful˺ kingship
is that the chest(416) comes to you
and in it there is tranquillity from
your Lord and remnant ˹relics˺(417)
of what was left by the house of
Moses and the house of HÉrËn
˹Aaron˺, carried by angels. Surely
this is ˹enough as˺ a sign for you,
that is if you are ˹true˺ Believers”.
414
415
416
417

Their women and children were taken captive by the enemy. (al-WÉÍidÊ,
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Believed to be the Biblical King Saul.
At-TÉbËt is said to be the Ark of the Covenant.
These are believed to be Moses’ () staff and some broken Tablets.
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾249﴿

When ÙÉlËt pulled ahead
with the soldiers, he said to them:
“Allah will test you with a river.
Whoever drinks of it is not one of
mine. But whoever does not taste
it, is of mine, excepting one who
scoops a handful”. They drank
˹their fill˺ of it but a few of them.
When he crossed it, along with
those who Believed with him, they
said: “We have no power today
against JÉlËt(418) and his soldiers”.
˹But˺ Those who are sure that
they will be meeting Allah
said: “How many a time has a
small company vanquished a
multitudinous one with Allah’s
permission! Verily Allah is with
the steadfast”. ﴾250﴿ When they
made themselves seen to JÉlËt
and his soldiers, they said: “Our
Lord! Pour steadfastness on us,
make firm our feet(419) and grant
us victory over the Denying
people”. ﴾251﴿ They defeated them
with Allah’s permission; DÉwËd
˹David˺ killed JÉlËt and Allah
gave him kingship and Wisdom(420)
and taught him of whatever
He willed(421). Had it not been
for people pushing each other
418
419
420
421

Believed to be the Biblical Goliath.
Make us stand firm.
Prophethood. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
All sorts of knowledge and how to make body armour (cf. 21: 80).
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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˹back and forth˺(422), the land
would have gone to ruins. But
Allah is Favourable to all beings.
﴾252﴿
These are the Signs of Allah,
We recite them for you with
Truth—indeed you are ˹one˺
of the Messengers. ﴾253﴿ Those
Messengers, We favoured some
of them above others: among
them are some to whom Allah
spoke ˹directly˺(423); and some of
them He raised by degrees(424). We
granted Jesus, son of Mary, the
clear evidences(425), and bolstered
him with the Holy Spirit(426). Had
Allah willed, those who came
after them(427) would not have
fought among each other, after
the clear evidences(428) that came
to them. But they differed; some
of them Believed while some of
them Denied. Had Allah willed,
they would not have fought
among each other, But Allah does
what He wills.
422

423
424
425
426
427
428

That people are engaged in an eternal struggle between right and wrong,
good and evil, is known as sunnat al-mudÉfaÑah, lit. the canon of scuffle.
God would not let evil prevail entirely without it being constantly
challenged, otherwise Earth would become a ruinous, non-habitable planet
(cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
God spoke directly to Moses () (cf. 4: 164).
They were raised in rank to higher levels than the others just like Prophet
Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Miracles and the Evangel. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Archangel Gabriel ().
Succeeding generations.
God’s Signs: miracles and Divine Writs, which are cause enough for them
all to Believe.
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﴾254﴿

You who Believe! Spend
of what We provided for you
before a Day comes, when there
will not be trading, nor bonds
or intercession(429)—indeed the
Deniers are the unjust ones.
﴾255﴿ (430)
Allah, there is no god
but Him(431), the Ever-Living(432),
the All-Sufficient(433); neither
drowsiness nor sleep overtakes
Him(434); to Him belongs what
is in the Heavens and Earth(435).
429

430

431
432

433

434

435

The Day of Judgement on which no money, connections, or power of
persuasion will avail a wrongdoer; only Divine Justice prevails. Cf. 2:48
and 2:122.
This aya is known as Óyat al-KursÊ, lit. Aya of the Footstool. It is the single
greatest aya in the Grand Qur’an. Ubayy Ibn KaÑb () narrated that the
Prophet (g) once asked him: “AbË al-Mundhir, do you know which one
of the ayas of the Book of Allah is the greatest?”… I said: (Allah, there
is no god but Him, the Ever-Living, the All-Sufficient)”. He beat my chest
and said: “By Allah, may knowledge be joyous to you AbË al-Mundhir!”
(Muslim: 810) It is considered thus because it details the Attributes
and Divine Characteristics of the God Who is truly worthy of worship:
unlimited with regards to knowledge (omniscience), power (omnipotence),
and existence (omnipresence). Any god would have to fulfil all these
criteria to be truly worthy of worship. Among the virtues of this aya is that
whoever recites it before going to sleep, will find that no devil comes near
him until he wakes up. Rather, he is safeguarded in God’s guardianship (cf.
al-BukhÉrÊ: 2311).
There is no god worthy of worship except Allah/God.
His Life is the perfect Life: it was not preceded by non-existence nor will it
be followed by annihilation (cf. 25: 58). It entails all the characteristics of
perfection. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Self-sufficient; He is free from want of help or assistance. He is also in
charge of the affairs of all others besides Him. Without Him, they will all
go to ruin (cf. 30: 25). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Dozing off and falling asleep are but normal to all creation that are
inherently frail, but they are unbecoming of God, the Ever-Living Sustainer
of the universe.
He is the Sole and Real Owner of the universe: thus, none is worthy of
worship except Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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Who is it, that is ˹so daring˺ to
intercede with Him without His
permission!(436) He knows what is
there in front of them and what
is there behind them(437), but they
know nothing of His Knowledge,
except what He wills. His
Footstool(438) encompasses the
Heavens and Earth, and He is not
taxed by maintaining them(439)—
He is the Most High, the Most
Great. ﴾256﴿ There is no coercion
in religion(440); guidance has been
set ˹clearly˺ apart from error.
Whoever renounces false idols(441)
436

437
438

439
440

441

He is not like any sovereign with whom people, especially an inner circle
of close aides and relatives, dare to intercede, relying on his need of them.
Instead, God is free from need of help or assistance.
He is in full knowledge of the past, present and future of all His creations.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
According to Ibn ÑAbbÉs (), al-KursÊ is ‘the Footstool’, is where Allah’s Feet
are put, without likening Him to any of His creation; “Nothing is like Him; He
is the All-Hearing, All-Seeing”. (42: 11) It is a separate creation to the ÑArsh,
the Throne, and is smaller in size. al-QurÏubÊ commenting on al-KursÊ says in
his TafsÊr: “Prophetic narrations bear evidence that al-KursÊ is a great creation
in front of the Throne and the Throne is greater than it”.
God Almighty’s power and capability are inexhaustible.
This is a great Islamic principle whereby no one is to be coerced to Believe.
Instead, both right and wrong have been clearly demarcated for those of
good reason to see. The choice of which to follow is left to the person, but
the duty of the Believers is to make sure that people know what is right
and what is wrong. Ibn ÑÓshËr (al-TaÍrÊr wa al-TanwÊr, 2: 499) opines
that this aya immediately follows Óyat al-KursÊ for good reason. He has it
that: “…all that the previous aya contains of the clear proofs of the Oneness
and Greatness of the Creator, and the purgation of Godliness from all the
impurities that other nations plagued it with, would surely lead those of
good reason to accept this religion ˹Islam˺, whose precepts and dictates are
quite clear and upright, willingly, without coercion or compulsion”.
AÏ-ÙÉghËt is everything with regards to which people exceed proportionate
limits be it worshipped, followed or obeyed. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,
al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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and Believes in Allah, has ˹indeed˺
held tight to the surest of ties(442);
there is no undoing it—Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
﴾257﴿
Allah is the Ally of the
Believers; He delivers them from
darkness into light(443). ˹But˺ Those
who Deny, the allies of whom are
the false idols; they take them
out of light into darkness(444)—
these are the company of the Fire,
therein they abide forever.
﴾258﴿

Have you not seen the
one who argued with IbrÉhÊm
about his Lord, ˹only but˺ that
Allah gave him kingship(447).
(445)

(446)

442
443

444

445

446
447

A metaphorical tie (or handle) that gives grip to the rope that leads to Allah,
i.e. Islam (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 3813, Muslim: 2484).
The one whose Ally is none but the Almighty God Himself, is helped,
supported and guided by Him. He enables that person to walk further and
further on the surest road to certitude leaving behind the darkness of loss and
breaking through the veils of doubts and vain desires (for which in the original
Qur’anic Arabic the intensive plural ÐulumÉt (lit. multiple darknesses) is
applied. The light of Belief and certainty will become manifest to him, he
will be given the empowering faculty of discernment, he will ever-elevate to
the highest ranks of Belief, and his heart will see for real the Truth of things
(cf. 47: 17). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
The greatest ally of the misguided is none other than Satan himself. He will
throw them into the bottomless pit of loss, draw them step by step into Denial
and misguidedness until the clouds of darkness thicken around them to the extent
that they will see nothing beyond, especially the light of Belief and its evident
signs (cf. 4: 116-121, 24: 39-40). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)
Ayas 258-260 give tangible examples of how God delivers the Believers
from darkness into light (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Such examples fall very much in
line with this sura’s main theme: to establish firm Belief.
He is said to be the Biblical King Nimrod.
Such is the nature of despots when gone unchallenged for extended periods
of time, they become so megalomaniac that they think that they are God
Himself. The Qur’an also speaks of Pharaoh who said to his people: “I am
your Lord, Most High” (79: 24).
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When IbrÉhÊm said: “My Lord is
the One Who gives life and causes
death”. He said: “I give life and
cause death!”(448) Then IbrÉhÊm
said: “Then verily Allah brings
the sun out from the East; bring
it ˹you˺ out from the West!” The
Denier was dumbstruck—surely
Allah does not guide(449) the unjust
ones. ﴾259﴿ (450) Or like the one who
came upon a town deserted and
gone to rack and ruin; he said
˹wondering˺: “How will Allah
restore this to life after its death!”
Allah made him die for a hundred
years then He brought him back.
He ˹Allah˺ said: “How much ˹time˺
did you stay?” He said ˹guessing˺:
“A day or part of it!” He ˹Allah˺
said: “Nay, but you stayed for
a hundred years. Look then at
your food and drink it has not
become putrid. ˹But˺ Look at your
donkey – We will make you a Sign
to people – see the bones how We
splice them together and clothe
them with flesh”. When he was
sure, he said: “I know ˹for certain˺
that Allah is Able over everything”.
448
449

450

Citing his power over people’s fates and lives (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr,
al-SaÑdÊ).
God does not aid with His guidance those whose hearts are bent on Denial.
Were they really in search of the Truth, God would surely have led them to
the right path. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The previous episode demonstrated God’s Lordship (UlËhiyyah) but this and
the next one show His ability to resurrect (baÑth) His creation as also prove
that God alone is “the One Who gives life and causes death”. (Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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˹Or˺ When IbrÉhÊm said: “My
Lord, show me how you bring
the dead to life”. He ˹Allah˺ said:
“Did you not Believe!” He said:
“Beyond doubt! But that so that
my heart will be reassured”(451).
˹To this he was replied˺ “Take
you then four birds, hold them to
you (and cut them to pieces(452)),
then, on every mountain, put a
portion of them. Then call them
and they will come hurrying to
you. And know that Allah is AllPrevailing, All-Wise”.
﴾260﴿

﴾261﴿

(453)
The similitude of those
who spend their wealth in the
cause of Allah, is that of a grain
˹when planted, out of ˺ which
sprouts seven ears; in every ear
there are one hundred grains—
Allah multiplies for whom

451

452
453

The Patriarch of Prophets, Abraham, had no doubt whatsoever in his mind
about God’s ability to resurrect the dead. This is what the Prophet (g)
implied by saying: “We are more likely to doubt than IbrÉhÊm” (al-BukhÉrÊ:
4537, Muslim: 151), when he heard that people said Abraham doubted.
Scholars are of the opinion that Abraham wanted to reach the highest rank of
knowledge, the so-called ‘concrete certitude’ (Íaqq al-yaqÊn), which comes
with actually seeing and living through an experience (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Ibn al-Qayyim has it that: “Knowledge is of
three ranks: firm knowledge (Ñilm al-yaqÊn) which comes with receiving
news: then, what is being told becomes evident to the sight and heart and
knowledge becomes exact knowledge (Ñayn al-yaqÊn), and when it is touched
and felt it becomes concrete certitude (Íaqq al-yaqÊn) (MadÉrij al-SÉlikÊn,
1: 469). So Abraham, the beloved of God, knowing that God was likely to
grant him his wish, wanted to actually see resurrection in action.
In accordance with al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ citing many scholars.
Spending in the cause of God in the manner and decorum detailed below
is one of the greatest signs that a person truly Believes in resurrection and
the Hereafter. Had he not firmly Believed, he would not have spent his
livelihood thus (cf. al-TawÍÊÌÊ). Such a call to engaging in charity sums up
the moral behind stories of resurrection and not living only for this world.
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He wishes(454), Allah is AllEncompassing(455), All-Knowing.
﴾262﴿
Those who ˹sincerely˺ spend
their wealth and do not thereafter
mar what they spend with taunts
and hurt(456); theirs is their ˹great˺
reward with their Lord—they
will have neither fear nor will
they grieve. ﴾263﴿ Kind words
and forgiveness(457), is better than
a charity which is followed by
hurt—Allah is Free of Need, AllForbearing. ﴾264﴿ You who Believe,
do not render your charity void
with taunts and hurt, like the one
who spends his wealth to show
off to people, while Believing not
in Allah and the Last Day. His
similitude is of a smooth rock on
which there is dust, when heavy
downpour hits it, it is left bare(458);
they can hold in naught of what
they have earned(459)—Allah does
not guide those who Deny(460).
454

455

456
457

458
459

460

This is due to the fact that spenders do not all have the same degree of sincerity.
What they spend also differs in quality and usefulness and how much a charity
is needed also determines its worth. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
WÉsiÑ, lit. outspread; that is His Generosity is outspread and wide open
and no one should think that such a plentiful reward is an exaggeration.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
They give charity out willingly, without constantly reminding people and
badgering them about it and, thus, hurting them psychologically.
People of benevolence are enjoined to be patient and speak kindly to those
who seek assistance from them overlooking the discomfort they might have
been caused in the process.
Soilless and barren, unable to grow plants.
Their insincere spending ‘in good faith’, with which they thought they
earned reward, will be blown to nothingness. They will have no harvest to
reap in the Hereafter.
Due to their insincerity.
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﴾265﴿

And the similitude of those
who spend their wealth seeking
the Pleasure of Allah and
believing firmly ˹in His reward˺,
is that of a garden on a mound(461)
˹when˺ touched by a downpour,
it gives its yield twofold; if no
heavy rain falls on it, then a
˹mere˺ drizzle ˹would suffice˺—
Allah is All-Seeing of what you
do. ﴾266﴿ (462)Would one of you wish
to have a garden of palm trees and
grapevines, through which rivers
flow; in it he has all sorts of crops.
He gets hit by old age while having
˹only but˺ feeble descendants(463),
then it ˹the garden˺ gets struck
by a whirlwind in which there
is fire, and it gets burned up.
461

462

463

Gardens, farms and thickets that are on elevated ground are more fertile
than lower placed ones due to the fact that their rich soil mostly remains
intact, not being depleted or swept away by running water or streams;
such gardens are also more exposed to the wind which results in easier
pollination and are much more exposed to the sun, the source of light. This
is the analogy God draws of the charity of the sincere. No matter how much
it is, it grows and prospers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Here is a third parable demonstrating the three states of givers: the Deniers,
the sincere Believers, and those who Believe, but who follow their charity
by taunting and hurting the recipient’s feelings, thus rendering their charity
‘void’ (2: 246) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They give out in charity and gain tremendous
reward for it but it gets hit by the devastating whirlwind of tormenting the
needy and burns all down to dust. When it is time to reap the harvest of the
wealth spent in ‘good’ deeds, a time when it is most needed, then that owner
being too old and infirm and his dependents very young and helpless, just
like this imaginary garden, will find it swept away overnight with nothing but
sorrow left. On the Day of Judgement they come to their Lord having earned
nothing for their charity (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
The father’s dependents are in much need of this garden. However, being
weak and helpless, they cannot restore it to its former glory, especially now
that their father is old and infirm. Their state is a desperate one.
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Thus Allah expounds the Signs
for you so that you might
contemplate. ﴾267﴿ You who
Believe, spend out of the best
of what you have earned and
what We brought out of earth for
you(464); and do not aim for the
worthless of it to spend ˹in
charity˺, while you ˹yourselves˺
would not take it unless
˹disdainfully˺ with closed eyes—
know that Allah is Free of Need,
All-Praiseworthy. ﴾268﴿ Satan
promises(465) you poverty, and
incites you to immorality(466). And
Allah promises you forgiveness
by Him and abundance—verily
Allah is All-Encompassing, AllKnowing. ﴾269﴿ He ˹Allah˺ gives
wisdom(467) to whoever He wishes;
whoever is given wisdom, has
been endowed with plentiful
goodness—none will contemplate
except those of good reason.
﴾270﴿
Whatever ˹charity˺ you
spend or vow(468) you make,
464
465
466

467

468

Crops and minerals (gold, silver and the like). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Intimidates people with poverty if they spend their money in charity.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
al-faÍshÉ’ signifies all bad and immoral deeds. Ibn al-Qayyim says:
“Exegetes unanimously agree that al-faÍshÉ’ here means miserliness”
(ÙarÊq al-Hijratayn, p. 375).
Spending in the cause of God, seeing the rewards that are in store for those
who engage in such charitable acts, is practical wisdom. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Nadhr is vowing to make obligatory for oneself that which is not, usually in
return for a Godly favour. For example, by feeding a number of destitutes
at the time of one’s marriage.
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Allah knows about it—the
wrongdoers have no aides(469).
﴾271﴿
Should you make your
charity public, all well and good
it is ˹indeed˺, but that should you
conceal it and give it to the poor
is better for you(470) and ˹Allah˺
will atone some of your sins ˹for
it˺—Allah is Knowledgeable
of what you do. ﴾272﴿ (471) It is not
469

470

471

Those who withhold from giving out what is due, fulfilling their vows, or
whose spending and vows are in contradiction to what pleases God, will not
be spared His Punishment. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Observing secrecy while giving out voluntary, non-prescribed charity, in
particular (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah), to the poor is better than
making it public because it ensures the recipient’s dignity is maintained and
is closer to sincerity on the part of the giver (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, alSaÑdÊ). Among the seven categories of people who will be sheltered under
the Shade of God’s Throne, on the Day of Judgement, when there will be no
other shade except it, is: “… a man who gives out a charity making it secret,
so much so that his left hand would not know how much ˹or what˺ his right
hand spent”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1423, Muslim: 1031)
Ibn ÑAbbÉs () explains this aya as follows: “He ˹The Prophet (g)˺ used
to command us not to give out charity except to Muslims until this aya was
revealed. After it, he commanded us to give charity to whoever asks for it,
no matter what religion they follow” (Ibn AbË ×Étim). He further explains
that the reason behind this aya’s revelation was that Muslims were of two
minds about giving out charity to their Denying relatives and when they
asked the Prophet (g), he gave them permission and this aya was revealed
(al-BazzÉr: 5042, al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 12403, al-WÉdiÑÊ, al-ØaÍÊÍ al-Musnad: 630).
AsmÉ’ bint AbË Bakr () was visited by her Denying mother, during a
truce with the Quraysh. She sought the Prophet’s permission to give charity
to her mother and he allowed her (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5979, Muslim: 1003). AbË
Hurayrah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “A man said: “I shall
give out a charity this night!” He went out with it and put it in the hand of
a prostitute. When the morning came people started talking ˹wondrously˺
saying: “A charity was given to a prostitute!” The man said: “Thank you
God, a prostitute! I shall give out a charity!” He went out with it and put it
in the hand of a rich man. When the morning came people started talking
˹wondrously˺ saying: “A charity was given to a rich man!” The man said:
“Thank you God, a rich man! I shall give out a charity!” He went out with
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˹incumbent˺ for you ˹Prophet˺ to
guide them(472), but Allah guides
whoever He wills. Whatever
good you spend is for your ˹own˺
selves. You ˹should not˺ spend
except seeking Allah’s Face(473).
Whatever good you spend will
be paid back fully to you, and
you will not be wronged(474).
﴾273﴿
˹Give out˺ To the poor
who are wholly wrapped up
in the path of Allah(475); ˹as˺ they
cannot move about the land.

472

473

474
475

it and put it in the hand of a burglar. When the morning came people started
talking ˹wondrously˺ saying: “A charity was given to a burglar!” The man
said: “Thank you God, a prostitute, a rich man and a burglar!” Then he
was approached and it was said to him: “As for your charity, it has been
accepted; the prostitute might use it to give up her profession, the rich man
might reflect and take to giving out of his wealth and the burglar might give
up his thieving”. (Muslim: 1022). The morality behind the aya is such as to
encourage Believers to spend in charity sincerely and in good faith, seeking
only God’s pleasure no matter who the recipient of that charity is.
The Prophet’s mission was to guide people to the right path of God.
Guidance here does not denote that of directing people to or showing them
the right path (hidÉyat al-irshÉd), but rather that of making them actually
follow that path (hidÉyat al-tawfÊq). This kind of guidance is left to God
alone. (Cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
You are the ones who will actually benefit from it, first and foremost,
should you be truly sincere and seek only God’s Pleasure, aiming to enter
Paradise to actually see God’s Most Beautiful Face, which is the greatest
Bounty ever. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Neither cheated nor defrauded and you will be rewarded for it precisely.
(al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Although honest charity can be given to anyone, the most deserving of it
are Believers who are poor as a result of their having dedicated themselves
to the worship of God and, as a result, are held back from earning their
livelihoods (al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). Some great exegetes are
of the opinion that these are the ones who are caught up fighting in the
cause of God and, thus, cannot be left to engage in other worldly matters
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-Qayyim, ÙarÊq al-Hijratayn, p. 377, al-SaÑdÊ).
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The ignorant thinks them welloff because of their reticence(476);
you will know them by their
signs—they do not beg of people
importunately. Whatever good
you spend, Allah is All-Knowing
of it. ﴾274﴿ Those who spend their
wealth ˹in charity˺ by night and
day, secretly and openly, theirs
will be their reward from their
Lord, they will have neither fear
nor will they grieve(477).
˹While˺ Those who devour
usury(478) will only rise up in a way
similar to he who is touched by the
devil(479). That for saying: “Trade and
usury are the same”; Allah has made
trade lawful, and He made usury
unlawful. Whoever gets a warning
from His Lord and detests(480),
for him what is gone is gone,
﴾275﴿

476
477

478

479

480

Holding back from begging.
They will be saved from trepidation of the future and sorrow over the
past, i.e. they will attain what they desire and be spared from what they
apprehend. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
RibÉ, a recurrent theme in the Qur’an, is a financial transaction in which the
lender loans money out and in return gets the principal capital plus interest.
Whereas giving out money in charity is strongly encouraged, as seen in
these ayas, usury is considered one of the seven cardinal sins (al-sabÑ
al-mËbiqÉt) in Islam, because it cuts against the grain of the true Believing
spirit as expounded in the Qur’an; essentially, it entails exploitation of the
economically vulnerable by the strong and resourceful.
The image given here, of a person possessed by the devil staggering while
standing and walking unsteadily as they are resurrected for the Day of
Judgement, is meant to repulse people from such transactions. It is also
a just requital because it mimics their insatiable lust for money in this life
making them declare lawful what is not, thus twisting the laws ordained by
God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
Halts dealing in such a transaction.
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and Allah will decide His case(481).
Whoever backtracks(482), these are
the company of the Fire, therein
they abide forever(483). ﴾276﴿ Allah
extirpates usury(484) and fosters(485)
charities—Allah likes not every
tenacious
Denier,
˹wonted˺
﴾277﴿
committer of sins.
Those
who Believe, do good deeds,
keep up the Prayer, give out the
prescribed alms, theirs will be
˹justly˺ their reward from their
Lord, they will have neither fear
nor will they grieve(486). ﴾278﴿ You
who Believe, be Mindful of
Allah and relinquish what is
left of ˹outstanding˺ usury(487),
if you are ˹really˺ Believers.
481
482
483

484

485

486
487

Judging by his intentions and motives. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ)
Goes back to dealing in usury knowing how sinful it is. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ)
Rebellious, sinning Believers will not stay in Hellfire indefinitely. Instead,
they will abide in it for a very long period of time and for as long as it takes
to cleanse them of their sins. (Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ)
One way to interpret this is that God would not bless or prosper the money
gained through such an immoral transaction (cf. 30: 39). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
YurbÊ (lit. to grow and cultivate translated here as foster) is semantically
related to ribÉ (usury; originally meaning ‘increase’). It is used strategically
here by way of correcting this misnomer, showing what blessed investment,
which is likely to grow and flourish, really is: namely, charity (cf. 2: 245).
AbË Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever gives in charity
the equal of a date ˹of palm˺ from a good source – Allah only accepts what
is good – Allah will receive it with His Right Hand. Then He will nurture it
for him as much as one of you cares for his young foal, until it becomes as
big as a mountain”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1410) Charity is described in the Qur’an
as a trade with God that will not go to ruin (cf. 35: 29).
Cf. 2: 274 above.
The remaining usurious interest due on transactions conducted before usury
was declared unlawful. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾279﴿

But if you do not do so, then
be warned of a war by Allah
and His Messenger. But if you
give ˹usury˺ up, ˹duly˺ yours is
your principal ˹capital˺—you
will not do wrong nor will you
be wronged(488). ﴾280﴿ But if he
˹the indebted˺ is ˹financially˺
constrained, then ˹grant him˺ a
deferral until a time of ease ˹for
him˺. But that you shall remit ˹the
debt as˺ charity is better for you,
if only but you knew(489). ﴾281﴿ Be
Mindful of a Day on which you
shall be returned to Allah and
every soul shall be paid in full
what it earned—they will not be
wronged.
﴾282﴿

You who Believe, when
you enter into a debt ˹agreement˺
for a specified term, then write
it down; and let a scribe, write
it down between you evenhandedly. Let no scribe refuse
writing as Allah has taught him(491);
488
489

490

491

(490)

Not doing wrong by receiving interest and not being wronged against by
preserving your principal capital in full. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
AbË QatÉdah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever is hopeful
that Allah will spare him the hardships of the Day of Judgement, then let
him grant deferral to a constrained debtor, or relieve him ˹altogether˺”.
(Muslim: 1563)
This is known as Éyat ad-Dayn, the aya of Debt, and it is the longest aya in
the Qur’an. It rounds off and explains, just in as much detail, the preceding
discourse about financial dealings: charity – encouraging Believers to be
ever-ready to help the needy and come to their aid; usury – warning them
against exploiting people’s weaknesses; and now debt – ensuring that it is
minutely written down and sealed off (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
Being learned is a great favour from God.
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let him write and let the one
who owes the right(492) dictate;
and let him be Mindful of Allah,
his Lord, and not hold in any of
it(493). But if the one who owes the
right is incompetent(494), weak(495),
or cannot dictate(496), then let his
agent(497) dictate fairly. Call in
to witness ˹the agreement˺ two
of your men-folk; but if not two
men then ˹be it˺ one man and
two women whom you approve
of as witnesses; perchance one
of them ˹women˺ slips up, the
other would remind her. Let no
witnesses refuse when asked ˹to
bear witness˺. Do not be weary of
writing it(498) down, be it small or
large, marking its specified term.
This(499) is fairer before Allah,
surer for upholding testimony(500),
and more likely to eliminate
doubtfulness; unless that it is an
immediate trade ˹transaction˺
that you run among yourselves;
492
493
494

495
496
497
498
499
500

The debtor, to underline his full awareness and commitment to settle the
debt. (al-SaÑdÊ)
That is not confessing the whole sum of the debt.
The great student of Ibn ÑAbbÉs (), MujÉhid (quoted in al-ÙabarÊ), is of
the opinion that al-safÊh here is one who is not informed enough to know
how to dictate such a legal deed in the correct manner.
Young or frail. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
Unable to articulate because of a temporal or permanent impairment.
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The one in charge of his affairs. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
The agreement.
Writing debts down.
That you should not doubt the truthfulness of a testimony. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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then you will not be guilty of sin
that you do not write it down, yet
bring in those who bear witness
when you engage in trade; let
no harm come to ˹or be caused
by˺ either scribe or witness,
should you do this, then this is
transgression on your part; be
Mindful of Allah; Allah teaches
you—Allah is All-Knowing of
everything. ﴾283﴿ If you are on a
journey, and you cannot find a
scribe, then pledges(501) ˹should be˺
handed in; ˹but˺ if you trust each
other(502), let the one who is trusted
fulfil his trust and be Mindful of
Allah, his Lord. Do not withhold
testimony(503); whoever withholds
it, then his heart is sinful—Allah
is All-Knowing of what you do.
﴾284﴿

To Allah belongs all that is
in the Heavens and Earth. Should
you reveal what lurks within
your souls(504) or hide it, Allah will
hold you accountable for it(505);
501
502
503
504
505

A deposit of personal property as security for the debt which is liable to
forfeiture in the event of default (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
That is both parties trust each other enough not to write a deed, bring
witnesses, or exchange bonds.
In a scenario where the indebted fails to honour his word and denies the debt,
anyone who witnessed the deal has to come forward and speak the truth.
The thoughts that go on in one’s mind.
God favoured the Believing community by not holding them to account for
the thoughts that go on in their minds, unless they put them into action. AbË
Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah will not hold my nation
accountable for internal dialogue, ˹the thoughts that go on in their minds˺,
unless they speak it out or bring it into action”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2528; Muslim: 127)
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He then absolves whom He
wishes and Punishes whom He
wishes—surely Allah is Able
over everything. ﴾285﴿ (506) The
Messenger Believes in what
was sent down to him by His
Lord as do the Believers; they
all Believe in Allah, His angels,
Books, Messengers – “We make
no distinction between His
Messengers” ˹they say˺ – and
they say: “We listen and we obey.
Your forgiveness, our Lord ˹we
beseech˺; to you is ˹our˺ return”.
﴾286﴿
Allah would not charge a soul
with that which it cannot bear; to it
belongs what it earned and against
it is held what it has committed.
506

About the virtue of these two last ayas of al-Baqarah, Ibn ÑAbbÉs ()
narrated: “While Gabriel was sitting with the Prophet (g), he heard a
creaking sound from above, lifted his head and said: “This is a Heavenly
door. It has been opened today and never ever has it been opened before”.
Then an angel descended to Earth through it. He ˹Gabriel˺ said: “This is an
angel who has descended to Earth and never ever has he descended before”.
The angel greeted them and said: “I bring you glad tidings of two lights that
you are given and never have they been given to any Prophet before you:
FÉtiÍat al-KitÉb ˹The Opening of the Book˺ and the endings of al-Baqarah.
You shall never recite a letter of any of them without your Prayer being
answered”. (Muslim: 806) Also ÑUqbah Ibn ÑÓmir () narrated that the
Prophet (g) said: “Whoever recites the last two ayas of al-Baqarah, they
will suffice him ˹as a shield from the evil˺.” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5008) ÑAbdullÉh
Ibn MasÑËd () narrated: “When the Messenger of Allah ascended to heaven
on the nocturnal journey, he was made to reach the Lote Tree of Extremity
(Sidrat al-MuntahÉ)… The Messenger of Allah (g) was given three things:
the five obligatory Prayers, the endings of al-Baqarah and whoever does not
Associate anything with Allah of His creation will be absolved from even
the thrusters, ˹major sins that thrust people in Hellfire˺”. (Muslim: 173) As a
whole, these two ayas constitute a declaration of unshakable Faith. The kind
of Faith Islam nurtures as evident in al-Baqarah.
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˹We pray to you˺ “Our Lord, do
not charge us for what we forgot
or erred ˹in doing˺; our Lord, do
not lay on us what is burdensome
as you did unto those who came
before us; our Lord, do not burden
us with that which we have no
power over; forgive us, absolve
us and have mercy on us. You are
our Ally; make us prevail over the
Denying people”.
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At surface level, taken at face value, the Qur’an can be striking for some whilst daunting for others, especially to those
whose hearts are not possessed of the sweet, blessed Faith. Yet, much of the Quran’s beauty and real significance is to
be found in what lies beneath. One can only begin to have a feel of this deep meaning once the surface is left behind
and one dives deep to explore what intricate mesh of relationships ties with what hits the eyes at first appearance. Such
is the life-long quest that has engaged many a celebrated scholar and many a sincere person in search of the Truth:
“Would they not ponder the Qur’an or are there on some hearts their locks!” (47: 24)
The Quran is an incredibly deep text. Deeper than oceans, indeed God says: “Say, “If the sea were ink for the Words
of my Lord, the sea would be exhausted before the Words of my Lord were exhausted, even if We brought the like
thereof to replenish it” (18: 109). This depth is indicated, to name but a few, by the relationship that holds each sura
with the preceding and following ones, the relevance of each aya to the next, parallel ayas which are similar, or
slightly different, and that are to be found in different places, how the same word is strategically deployed along the
suras, stories told many times over from different angles, the judicious use of synonymous and near-synonymous
words, homographs, dialectical variations, grammar and syntax as also graphic representations. If at all, this
translation only manages to allude to such depth, direct the inquisitive mind to it, but it would be weaving a tall story
indeed to say that it has got to its bottom. This can only be found in the many centuries of scholarship that have
permeated the past and will continue to do so throughout many future ones.

“This translation will mark a distinctive watershed in the history of Qur’an translations.”
Dr. V. Abdur Rahim
“al-Amri has been successful in conveying the meaning of the Qur’an in chaste English, which should enable
readers to comprehend the contents of the Qur’an and derive guidance from it… In view of its many merits,
al-Amri’s work has opened up new vistas of understanding the Qur’an for English speaking readers, and deserves
huge applause for this feat which is destined to bolster tafsir literature in English.”
Abdur Raheem Kidwai
“A unique position in the history of Qur’an translations in English…[its] approach towards translating the
‘untranslatable’ marks a shift from translation towards adaptation.”
Dr Ubaid V. P. C
“A welcome addition to the overall translation enterprise of the Qur’an into English… remarkable for its dominant
concern with representing the mainstream Muslim understanding of the message of the Qur’an in English.”
Gowhar Quadir Wani
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